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comprehensive program of insurance protection. Which is why no other
program has earned the endorsement of the National Arborist
Association. Through this cost-effective plan, you can get insurance

No One's
Better

that's specifically designed to meet the needs of arborists. It covers

Prepared for

herbicide and pesticide applications. Workers compensation and liability

Tomorrow

claims. Property and commercial auto losses. And much more. So why
run around trying to piece together your insurance plan? Simply call or
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have your agent call us at

1-800-533-7824.
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The E-Z Beever Model 2400 is one of seven
high performance chippers in Morbark's
new 2000 Series.

Niorbark started a revolution in the early
1Jk with the invention of the disc-style brush
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application and budget. Contact your E-/
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Beever dealer or call us toll free at the factoi br
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goal every day. It must be working, because
for a demonstration. Compare features, perfor thousands of customers over the years have
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OUTLOOK

Customer attention and customer
satisfaction are
most important.
Everything else
comes next.

Tree Care Industry

A young company owner told me several years ago that one of
his major goals was to give every customer the very best possible
advice he could give and follow with the very best possible tree
care he could provide. This man had all of the credentials with
which to accomplish that. He had a degree in arboriculture, was
trained by a highly regarded major tree service firm, became state
certified in one of the states with the most difficult certification
tests and was willing to put in whatever time was necessary to
ensure customer satisfaction.
I've had an opportunity to look in on that tree company from
time to time. It has grown substantially. The sales numbers are
getting big (so is the payroll). Calls are coming in from prestigious clients asking for consultations and prices on work.
Salespeople have had to be added to respond to all of the inquiries
the firm receives.
The company is really growing and it has changed a great deal
since its beginnings. The equipment is new and well cared for.
All of the personnel are in attractive uniforms. There is a real office and a real shop. The company even has a full-time person in
the office.
One thing remains the same. The attitude towards customers
remains small. Every customer is treated as the most important
priority that the owner has. No exceptions. Everything is guaranteed. Customer attention and customer satisfaction are most
important. Everything else comes next.
Too often, business people get too caught up in what they are
doing that they lose sight of the most important part of their business: the people who pay the bills, the customers. You can come
up with all kinds of technology that will allow you to facilitate all
of our office needs and you can improve your efficiency in making calls and consultations with car phones, pages and lap top
computers, but there will never be a substitute for customer relatiOflS.
Look at the big companies. Their goal, just like yours. is earning a profit, but their size hasn't changed their focus on the
individual customer. They are basically comprised of branch of
fices, each of which is like a little company with the same need
for customer relations and customer satisfaction that you have.
Obviously, it works for them. It will work for you, also.
When it comes to the customer, they think of each one, one at
a time.
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Trees are the tallest, most massive,
longest-living organisms ever to grow on
earth.
Trees, like other plants, cannot move.
However, trees, unlike other plants are
big, woody and perennial, which means
they are easy targets for living and nonliving agents that could cause injuries.
Trees cannot move away from potentially
destructive conditions. Wounding agents
and destructive conditions do destroy
trees, but somehow, trees have grown in
ways that give them super survival powers.
The big question is, how do trees do it?
The answer lies in concepts of biology
and mechanical engineering.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the question of tree survival power
more from the concepts of biology, but
also to be aware of concepts of mechanical engineering.
I will focus on subjects that need more
clarification. Details on all subjects given
here are in my books.
Because different disciplines often use
similar terms that have different meanings
for their work, it is important to start with
some definitions of terms I will use. You
may not accept my definitions, but you
will know what I mean when I use a term.
I believe if a person cannot define a term
in 25 words or less, they should not use it
because they probably do not understand
it.
6

Keyword Defi nitions of Terms
(Keyword definitions give the most
important words that define a term. Complete sentences are not necessary.)
Capacity What you have as a result
of your genetic code: a potential source
for some future action or product.
Ability What you are doing with what
you have: a dynamic or kinetic process.
System A highly ordered connection
of parts and processes that have a predetermined end point product, service.
Stress A condition where a system,
or its parts, begins to operate near the limits for what it was designed.
Strain Disorder and disruption of a
system due to operation beyond the limits of stress.
Vigor The capacity to resist strain: a
genetic factor, a potential force against
any threats to survival.
Vitality The ability to grow under the
conditions present; dynamic action.
Health The ability to resist strain.
Disease A process that decreases the
order and energy of a living system to the
point of strain.
Survival The ability to remain alive
or functional under conditions that have
the potential to cause strain.
Generating system New parts and
processes form in new spatial positions;
plants.
Regenerating system New parts and
processes form in old, or preoccupy, spa-

-

-

-

-

hal positions: animals.
Wood A highly ordered connection
of living, dying and dead cells that have
walls of cellulose, hemicellulose and hg nm.
Symplast The highly ordered connection of living axial and radial parenchyma
in wood and bark.
Apoplast The highly ordered connection of dead cells and cell parts that make
up the framework that holds the symplast.
Quality The characteristics that define a product, service or performance;
quality can be low or high.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Hypothesis for survival
Because trees cannot move away from
potentially destructive agents and conditions, they have grown in ways that give
them the capacity to adjust rapidly after
being threatened by agents or conditions
that could cause strain or death.
The capacity to adjust is a genetic feature called vigor. The program of vigor
of an organism is defined by the limits of
factors essential for survival. For example, one tree may have broad limits for
water utilization. When drought occurs,
it will still survive. Another tree may have
very narrow limits for water utilization.
Even the slightest disruption in availability of water would lead to strain or even
death.
A vigor code then determines the lim-

its for such essential factors as space, water, elements, temperature and soil pH.
The vigor of an organism cannot be measured until a lifethreatening stimulus contacts the organism.
When any potentially destructive stimulus occurs, the ability
of the tree to adjust will be due not only to its vigor, or genetic
code, but to its vitality. A tree that is very vigorous by nature of
its genetic code may be growing on a rock. It would not be very
vital. What this means is that for survival, both the vigor and
vitality of a tree must be optimized.

Forest tree, city tree
Trees became tall, massive and long-living plants as they grew
in groups. Trees not only connect with other trees by way of
root grafts but also by way of the fungi that are associated with
non-woody roots; the organs are called mycorrhizae. Trees also
connected with many other organisms, very large to very small,
in ways that benefited the trees and their associates. Synergistic
associations are important parts of the tree system.
A forest is a system where trees and many associates are connected in ways that ensure survival of all members.
It is important to remember that the genetic codes for survival.
or vigor, came from trees growing in forests.
When the forest-coded tree is brought into the city. the factors that affect vitality become extremely important. The
architecture of most city trees as they grow as individuals is dif ferent from most of their relatives in the forest where trees grow
in groups. Forest trees have group protection and group defense.
The individual tree has neither.

The good news, the bad news
The good news is that most of our city trees have strong vigor
codes that have made them super survivors for hundreds of millions of years.
The bad news is that many human actions and mistreatments
affect vitality and undo all the benefits of wondrous vigor code.
It is only because most trees have such strong vigor codes that
they still survive in cities.
There is no doubt in my mind that the greatest threat to survival faced by city trees are mistreatments by humans. Many
trees tolerate mistreatments. Too often their tolerance is perceived as justifications for the mistreatments. I have heard it said
many times that the tree did not die, so therefore the treatments
must have been correct.

How do trees adjust?
Trees have two basic adjustment codes.
1. After injuries, boundaries form that resist spread of infections. By resisting spread of infections, the boundaries protect
and preserve the water, air and mechanical support systems of
the tree. Two types of boundaries form: reaction zones and bar rier zones. The reaction zone is a chemically altered boundary
that forms within the wood present at the time of wounding. The
barrier zone is an anatomical and chemical boundary that forms
after wounding. The barrier zone separates the infected wood
from the new healthy wood that continues to form in new spa-

A typical cracking pattern associated with multiple stems. The willow oak was growing in a city. Cracks that separate multiple stems
often lead to fractures. The tree shown here was one of many that
was a victim of Hurricane Hugo.

tial positions. The tree is a generating system. The tree has no
mechanism to form new, healthy cells in the same positions as
those that are infected. Regenerating systems in animals do restore, repair, replace and regenerate parts in the same spatial
positions. Animals have a process call apoptosis, which means
programmed cell death followed by lysis, and new cells forming again in the same positions of those that died, lysed. and
were eliminated. This normal process of apoptosis accelerates
after animals are injured and infected. This accelerated restoration process is then called healing. In this sense, trees have no
healing process.
Trees are highly compartmented, woody, shedding, perennial
plants. Trees are generating systems. Every growth period, trees
form new compartments over older ones. Trees grow as their
apical and vascular meristems produce cells that differentiate to
form all parts of the tree. The important part to remember is that

TREE CARE INDUSTRY FEBRUARY 1996

Rot associated with Armillaria mellea in a
root of red spruce. The tree root did compartmentalize the infection, but in doing so
the volume of root wood that could store
energy reserves was decreased.

Klaus Vollbrecht stands beside an elm in
Sweden that was felled because of extensive root and trunk rot. As trees grow older,
the rate of growth of the fungi that cause
decay may be more important as a survival
factor than the rate of growth of the tree.

trees grow as new parts form in new spatial positions.
Trees cannot "go back" to restore, repair, replace or regenerate parts. You do
not restore a church by building a new one
next to it. All words in English that start
with "re" mean that new parts will go back
in previously occupied positions or back
to an original state. These words have no
meaning for trees. These words have been
the basis for great amounts of confusion.
A tree cannot function in the same ways
as animals do after injuries or threats to
their survival. The continuing use of such
meaningless words for trees is a strong
indication why tree basics should be understood by people who work with trees.
2. Now for the second adjustment feature of trees. After wounds or threats to
their survival, trees also grow in ways that
will maintain their mechanical structures.
Now we come to the mix of biology and
mechanical engineering.
There are two basic ways trees adjust
to maintain and strengthen their structural
stability: reaction wood and woundwood.
Reaction wood can be of two types.
Compression wood forms on the down
side of leaning trunks and tension wood
forms on the upper sides. Compression
wood is common in conifers and can be
seen on a transverse dissection as dark
bands in the wood, usually resin soaked.
Or the growth increments could be larger

in width and still be dark and resin soaked.
It is not possible to see tension wood
because the changes take place in the cell
walls. A gelatinous layer forms in the cell
walls, and this layer can only be seen
when properly stained and viewed under
a microscope. The important part here is
to know that these altered cell forms occur and that they occur after a stimulus
that threatens survival mainly because of
a lean in the stem that could lead to a frac ture.
Woundwood is altered wood that forms
about the margins of wounds. When
wounds release the pressure of the bark,
some of the still living parenchyma in the
symplast begin to divide and produce new
cells in new positions. These new cells no
longer are held in place by the pressures
of the bark or of the apoplast. The new
cells become rounded and have a thin,
primary cell wall. The cells exercise their
ability (now) to divide and divide and
divide. Because they are thin-walled, dividing cells, and because they contain the
genetic codes for forming all parts of the
tree, some of the cells begin to differentiate to form sprouts, prop roots, roots or
flowers. This capacity for division and
differentiation is called meristematic.
Meristems are groups of cells that have
the ability to divide and differentiate to
form all parts of the tree. There are apical meristems that increase the length of
TREE CARE INDUSTRY FEBRUARY 1996

stems and roots, and also produce flowers, and vascular meristems - cambial
zone - that increases the girth or circumference of a tree.
The symplast is a meristematic tissue.
This means that the parenchyma in the
symplast have the capacity to divide and
to differentiate. However, they are not
able to exercise this capacity so long as
they are "trapped" in place by the strong
apoplast and the pressure of the bark.
When wounds "release" the symplast,
then the capacity to divide and to differentiate is converted to an ability.
Callus is the name given to the thinwalled, mostly round, meristematic cells
that first form after wounding about the
edges of the wound. Callus has very little
lignin, the tough "natural cement" that
gives cell walls great strength.
After callus cells continue to form, the
pressure begins to build again as internal
round callus cells begin to squeeze against
other callus cells. As pressure increases
internally, the shape of newly formed
cells begins to change.
Within a few weeks to a few months
after wounding during the growth period,
callus formation begins to diminish and
woundwood formation begins.
Woundwood has fewer vessels than
"normal" wood. The cell walls are usually thicker than normal and usually
contain more lignin. The woundwood
cells cease to be meristematic. A new
vascular cambium forms and continues to
form woundwood. These woundwood tissues are seen as ribs about the margins of
wounds. The woundwood ribs also add
new strength to the weakened side of a
stem, branch or woody root.
When woundwood closes wounds, then
normal wood continues to form. The internal boundary-forming processes of
compartmentalization are separate from
the processes of callus and woundwood
formation.

What can go wrong?
It appears that trees could live forever.
Of course, that is not so because the tree
system, like all systems. must obey natural laws. And, again, the laws bring
together biology and mechanical engineering.
Because a tree is a generating system,
it is bound by its genetic codes to increase
constantly in mass. The second law of
energy flow begins to take its toll. The
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second law states that no system can remain in an orderly condition without a
continuous supply of energy. As the tree
system begins to increase in mass, the
demands for energy to maintain order in
the system begin to increase at exponential rates.
The tree still has ways of living within
the limits of this law. The tree is a shedding organism. It uses and sheds
non-woody and woody parts as they die.
Decayed wood that develops within
boundaries is even a form of shedding.
Also, as trees age, the percentage of the
entire tree that is symplast begins to
change. The ratio of apoplast to symplast

increases. So, the tree has both dynamic
mass - symplast - and apoplast.
As the inner cells in the symplast die,
the inner apoplast that now has all dead
cells is called protection wood.
Protection is a static feature. Defense
is a dynamic action. Protection wood is
more protective than the sapwood because
protection wood often contains substances
called extractives that resist decay. Protection wood may also be so altered that
its water. pH and available elements may
not support growth of microorganisms.
Sapwood has a symplast. When sapwood is injured and infected, dynamic
processes take place. There are two types
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The biology of fractures
Trees, like all organisms, die in three
basic ways: depletion, dysfunction and
disruption.
Depletion means that energy decreases
to the point where disorder increases and
the survival of the system is threatened.
Examples are infections and starvation.
Dysfunction means that highly ordered
parts and processes begin to become disordered to the point where survival is
threatened. Some examples are genetic
problems and toxins.
Disruption means that the highly ordered structure of a system is disordered
to the point where survival is threatened.
Some examples are storm injuries and
wounds inflicted by large machines.
Trees grow as increments of new cells
envelop older increments. In a sense, trees
grow as cones of tissues envelop older,
smaller cones. The tough structural parts
of a tree are aligned in axial or vertical
arrangements of thick-walled fibers or
fiber tracheids, and vessels or tracheids.
Every park of the tree framework is self supporting, unlike animals that have
thin-walled cells that are held in position
by a boundary called skin and an internal
framework of bones. The animal system
allows movement as evasive defense
against some destructive agents.
The tree also has a radial arrangement
of parenchyma cells. Remember that the
parenchyma cells usually have thin walls
with little lignin. Bands of radial parenchyma cells are called rays. They are
often the sites of internal cracks.

No absolutes

PATENT PENDING

Please circle 25 on Reader Service Card
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of sapwood: sapwood that conducts free
water, and sapwood that has its vessels
plugged and does not conduct free water.
When protection wood is injured and
infected, the intrinsic characteristics of
the wood resist spread of infections. There
are four types of protection wood: heartwood, false heartwood, discolored wood
in early stages and wetwood. (See Tree
Anatomy for details.)
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There are no absolutes. There are no
perpetual motion machines. Every system
has its limits for survival. The tree system also has its limits for survival. As it
increases in mass and gets older, the likelihood for injuries increases. A mature,
healthy tree may have thousands of corn-
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Call For Details.

partmentalized infections. Yet, there
comes a time when even the limits of a
super survivor begin to be approached.
There are no absolutes.
When trees are young, depletion and
dysfunction are the major causes of death.
As trees get older and have survived thousands of injuries and infections, disruption
becomes the greatest threat for high-quality survival. When a branch fractures and
falls, it dies. When a trunk splits and falls
to the ground, it dies. And, as larger and

GRAPPLES FOR
TRACTORS &
SI(IDSTEERS
• Save Time
• Use labor more efficiently
• Increase productivity

• Use existing equipment
more effectively
The most effective, durable
and versatile grapple
attachments in the industry.
Gather brush, logs and other
debris and move to chipping

larger wounds result from such fractures,
the likelihood of more fractures increases
greatly.
When the pattern of fractures begins in
city trees, not only are the trees in potential trouble, but so is the property near the
trees. Also, people who go near the trees
could have problems if trees or their parts
fracture and fall.

The tree's architecture
A tree is a central beam with secondary lateral beams called branches and
twigs. The tree is unique as a living system because it connects living and dead
cells, and, in a sense, still maintains some
control over the dead parts. The cell walls
of dead fibers still hold bound water that
acts as a strong protection feature against
infection by microorganisms. So long as
the bound water and the free water in the
lumens saturate the wood, infection will
be resisted. It is possible also that some
of the bound water could be "released"
and used as free water in living processes.
This is probably the case in tissues behind
buds where high amounts of starch are
stored during the end of the growing season. In spring the starch is enzymatically
converted back to glucose, which greatly
increases the osmotic pressure, and may
"pull" bound water from cell walls. Water does not flow from tissues behind buds
when cuts are made very early in the

spring, often before soils are thawed in
areas where they normally freeze.
Because trees are constructed of living
and dead parts, the concepts of biology
and mechanical engineering are all the
more appropriate. They are connected.
We say trees do not move, and in the
sense of changing spatial positions, this
is correct. Yet trees are constantly in
motion. As they sway, new tissues that
form in new positions constantly adjust
to potential weakness.
If all this is so, why do tree failures
occur?
Now, back to the idea that there are no
absolutes. There are limits to all parts and
processes that make up a system. As the
limits are approached, we have increasing stress. When the limits are exceeded,
we have strain. When the strain is physiological, we have a disease. When the
strain is structural, we have a fracture.

Branch attachments
Branches are subdominant stems. As
buds grow, some develop as leaders that
extend the central trunk or beam. Other
buds that do not grow as central leaders
become subdominant lateral branches.
For example, if a young tree is pulled
partially out of the soil and tied horizontal to the ground, soon a series of leader
trunks will form along the procumbent
trunk. They would be called trunks, not

or hauling points on building
sites, right-of-ways, and other
removal projects.

1-800-94-ARBOR( 27267

)

The ONLY number you need to rememberfor...

For More Information call -

800-S87-66S6

To Order Call (800) 94-ARBOR
or Fax/24 hrs (916) 944-4487

hk

Max

7627 Fair Oaks Blvd.
Carmichael, CA95608
Hours 7:30pm - 5pm M-F

ImpleMax Equipment Co., Inc.
Bozeman, Montana
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Changing handles takes
one tool and one minute.

IT UGHT,

1

MAKE IT CUT CLEAN AND FAST AND EASY
DESIGN IT TO REDUCE WORKER FATIGUE AND INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY.
Give us more cuts per hour, especiall during
those last hours oflong days at the end ofiheining
season. Give us a blade that we can replace without
taking apart the handles - one that holds its edge, is
easy to sharpen and simple to adjust. The handles
should never need replacing but, ifthty do, it should
take only seconds and require no special tools.
By the way, make it unbreakable and guarantee
itforever.

high-density, glass-filled nylon that expands as it is cornpressed during handle mounting. Even given severe abuse,
these handles are almost impossible to break Given proper
use, they're indestructible.
The hand grips are designed for comfort and durability.
They're thick, to minimize hand fatigue. They're molded
of tough polyethylene and the bottom is extra thick for
longer wear when used to drag brush along the ground
and into a pile.
Our new aluminum handled loppers come in three
That's what you told us it would take to make the perfect
vineyard and orchard loppers. So we did it. And then some. models. A 21-inch version with a 1½-inch cutting capacity
suitable for vines and shrubs.
Our new line of aluminum-handled loppers
cut so
And 26 and 32-inch models
clean, so fast, so easy and are so strong and simple to
maintain, that virtually everyone who has tested them says
/ with a 2½-inch cutting
they're the best loppers they've ever used.
capacity for tree pruning.
WARRANTY
The blade cuts with astonishing ease. Long, to reach
Like all our professional
tools, these loppers come with
into tight areas; large, to slice easily through mature vines
a lifetime warranty If they
and branches; the blade is Radial ArcTM ground and clad
break, we'll fix or
with a tough, slick, three-layer
\Vv/
replace them.
fluoropolymer that reduces friction to a bare minimum. This
Period.
We're also backing these tools with a
blade requires one-third less
force than a conventional blade
"Fast or Free" parts warranty. If your
I.
Corona dealer is out of replacement parts. .
to make the same cut.
call us. We'll have them to you within 48
The blade is a separate com10
hours or they're yours free.
ponent. Changing it takes one
tool and one minute.
If you try these loppers, we think
/
you'll agree that they're perfect, or close
The forged hook is designed
to
draw
the
material
being
cut
to it. So we're making you this moneySelf-au ning
closer to the pivot. This maxiback offer. Buy a pair. Prune with
pivot
mizes leverage and minimizes
them for two weeks. Use 'em and
the effort required to make a cut. The hook's curvature is
abuse 'em. If you agree they're the
best, buy more. If you don't, return
shallow enough to easily slip between dense, tangled
them to us along with a note telling
branches and support wires. Yet it is deep enough to hold
us what you think would make
the branch securely as the cut is being made. The sap
them better. We'll refund your purgroove is deep and wide for improved self-cleaning.
The square-shouldered, right-threaded pivot bolt that
chase price. Fair enough?
For further information, contact
enables quick blade change is positioned so that the hook
26-inch AL 6640
and blade open wide with a minimum of handle moveyour Corona dealer or call us at
and 324nch AL 6660
ment— in other words, with less effort. And the same
cut limbs up to
1-800-234-2547.
2 1 /2 inches thick.
coating that makes cutting so easy also self-lubricates the
pivot action.
The Santoprene® bumpers, which provide a cushy rebound at the end of each cut, are located low on the tang
14016,
well clear of the action. Replacing a worn bumper takes
PER
only seconds. Tools needed? Your thumb and forefinger.
Our patented new handle design has astonishing
15 10 East Sixth St.. Lotona, LA 9110
strength. The thick-walled aluminum tubing is ovalA Harrow Company
inherently stronger than round or rectangular stock. That
®
Santoprene
is
a
trademark
of
Monsanto © 1994 Corona Clipper Company
strength is then compounded by an internal wedge of
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21-inch AL 6620
cuts limbs up to
1 1/2 inches thick.
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trying to locate the right tools for the job? In a world
where time is money, it can become pretty costly
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At American Arborist Supplies, our entire existence
depends on successfully meeting your needs.
That is why everything we do is in preparation for
that next order. We keep our inventory

branches. However, if the tree was not tied
down, the usual leader and branch architecture would develop.
As the branch grows, branch tissues at
the base of the branch turn abruptly about
the branch base and then continue downward on the trunk. The trunk tissues grow
around the branch tissues at the branch
base. The branch tissue forms a collar
called the branch collar and the trunk tissues form a collar called the trunk collar.
For ease of reference, the two collars are
collectively called the branch collar.
The tissues of both collars usually mix
and mesh to form a swollen place about
the branch base. When branches die, protective chemical zones form in these
swollen basal tissues. The protective zone
within the branch base resists infection
into the tree from microorganisms that
grow in the dead branch.
A better understanding of branch attachment has led to adjustments in
pruning. Cuts should be made as close as
possible to the branch collar, but the collar should not be injured or removed.
Removal of branch collars flush cuts
are major starting points for many serious tree problems cankers, rots, cracks,
insect infestations.
-

well stocked And we've set up systems

"

-

-

for the sole purpose of getting your
order out to you as soon as possible. Most of our orders
are filled and shipped within twentyfour hours of the time they are placed.

OA
MEMOIN
ARBOR 1ST

NATAL

Call 1-800441-8381
or FAX to: 610•4308560

to get the supplies you need
when you need them.
10

~

Call for a free catalog.
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A brief look at decay
Decay is usually considered the major
cause of tree failures. I do not believe this
is entirely correct. I believe that cracks
are much more of a problem, and I will
discuss them after a few words about decay.
Decay is a process that increases the
disorder of any highly ordered system.
Tree decay is the breakdown of the highly
ordered structure of cell walls. Tree decays are the most serious and most
common group of tree diseases, worldwide. Decay is a disease because it affects
the health of the entire organism. Pathology must consider the entire organism, not
only its parts.
For many years, decay was not considered a disease because the
microorganisms infected only dead parts.
Two of the most serious myths that
have held back understanding of a tree,
and consequently our understanding of
correct tree treatments, are that wood is
dead and that decay is not a disease.
The entire myth of wound paints to stop
decay was built on these two myths. Sad,
but these myths are still alive and eco-

0*
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Inside every container of Alamoyou'll find a strong,

disease. Just call 1-800-395-TURF for more details

healthy tree. Because Alamo is the only fungicide

on how it can help preserve a beautiful environment.

that's effective in preventing oak wilt and dutch elm

Which, as you can see, is what we're really selling.

IF

Sponsor Environmental Steward Award. ©1996 Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Turf and Ornamental Products, Box 18300, Greensboro, NC 27419.
Alamo' is a registered trademark of Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Always read and follow label directions.

nomically active today. (It is more productive to talk about decays.)
Trees have grown in ways that greatly
decrease the potential impact of decays.
Trees compartmentalize decayed wood.
Compartmentalization is the tree's defense process. The tree is a living system
that has many associates. When trees are
injured, they will always be infected.
There is no tree process that prevents infection. After wounding, the tree responds
in ways that ensure continual survival.
The original concepts of decay did not
treat the tree as a living, responding or ganism. The so-called tree decay concepts
were really wood decomposition concepts. All wood darker than the sapwood
was considered heartwood or a type of
heartwood - wound heartwood, pathological heartwood. Heartwood was considered
a dead tissue that was invaded by decaycausing fungi after wounding. Tree decay
was the breakdown of the heartwood.
Many different types of decay patterns and
decay-causing fungi were identified.
Wood product researchers took over the
study of wood decay. This is the time the
"wood is dead" myth started. It was true
for products. but not for the tree. Wood

anatomy was studied by many researches.
To this day, many people confuse wood
anatomy with tree anatomy. Tree anatomy
is about a living organism. Tree decay and
compartmentalization are about living,
responding organisms.

Decay and tree failure
Decay is usually considered the major
cause of tree failures. This may be so in
parts of the world where digging into cavities is a regular practice. In the digging
process, natural protection boundaries are
destroyed. Also, the strong woundwood
ribs are removed. Then, decay is cited as
the cause of failure.
Harsh pruning cuts that remove the
branch collar have been major starting
points for cavities. Thick coatings of
wound paints over such wounds greatly
increase the spread of decay.
Cutting branches flush to the trunk flush cuts - painting wounds and digging
out decay have been the three major treatments of the industry. There is no doubt
in my mind that these three mistreatments
have caused more tree problems than all
the diseases, fires, floods and insect in-

festations added together.
Modern arboriculture means that tree
treatments are based on tree biology.
Trees are living systems.
In the U.S., the practice of digging into
cavities is rarely done. The use of wound
dressings has decreased greatly. The correct pruning of trees is increasing greatly.
More and more, people are basing treatments on an understanding of tree
biology.
Now, back to trees and decay. Decay
was the greatest threat to the plants that
were developing as tall, long-living,
woody plants. Decay had the potential to
break down the framework for the developing tree. If the framework was broken
down as wounds were inflicted and as
branches and woody roots died, the tree
as we know it today would never have
developed. Some combination of processes and structures "had to happen" or
the plant would never have become a tall,
massive, long-living tree. Or. you could
say, the mechanical design of the tree
developed in such a way that decay was
usually resisted. For these reasons. I see
decay to the point of failure in the natural
forest as a last stage process in the life of
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Carlton Models 3500 and 6500 offer economical solutions to your stump cutter needs. These
affordable machines couple the ruggedness of a Carlton with field-proven Wisconsin gasoline
- engines. Carlton machines are an unmatched value, offering a quick return on your investment
and the solid construction to make them one of your best profit centers.
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121 John Dodd Road Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303
800-243-9335 - 803-578-9335
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STUMP GRINDERS
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a tree. Decay has become a major cause
of tree failure in younger city trees mainly
because the mistreatments of humans has
occurred at rates much faster than the
trees' ability to adjust. And to add insult
to injury, the trees' adjustment tissues
were the first to be destroyed.
For these reasons, I see tree decay as
an increasing problem in cities where
mistreatments have routinely destroyed
the trees' systems for defense and protection. It will take a complete new
generation of trees and modern arborists
at work before this problem is corrected.
In many cities of the world the problems
have been corrected. To start, I invite you
to my town of Durham, New Hampshire.
where you will see full-crowned beautiful trees. You will not see topped and
mutilated trees, no wound dressing and no
cavities that have been dug into. In fact,
you will rarely find a cavity, even on the
largest and oldest trees. So, I am optimistic; it will take time.

I see tree decay as an
increasing problem in
cities where mistreat ments have routinely
destroyed the trees ' systems for defense and
protection.
partmented systems that compartmentalized decay, they also developed in ways
that sustained survival after cracks
formed.
There are two basic types of cracks in
wood. Ring shakes are cracks or separations along the circumferential growth
increments. Ray shakes, or radial cracks
are separations along the radial plane.

Cracks
Ring shakes occur commonly along the

Just as trees developed as highly com-

FINANCING • LEASING • RENTALS • RENTAL/PURCHASE OPTION
-

te
Mainka
e rp rises, Inc.
633 Cecilia Drive
Pewaukee, WI 53072
Phone 414-691-4306
25 Years of Success
Specializing in Pre-Owned Equipment

.J!T
HI-Ranger trm 65'
bottom of bucket. 70
working height. 1984
Ford gas engine. 5 &
2 trans line body, air
brakes. 46,000 miles.
good rubber,

Beautiful Aerial Lift 1995 factory
rebuilt never used. 1991 Ford
F700 diesel, 6 spd. Like new
condition

70 w.h,
unbelievable
versatility Aerial
Lift of CT
elevator unit on
a 1983 Ford gas
chassis. One of a
kind. Call Now.
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1986 Aerial
Lift of CT with
pony engine.
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lirnberjack Mo. 240D
rebuilt 453 Detroit
'iglnewith 3cyl.
-- rhota pony engine.
Asplundh LR50
Aerial device, nice
condition.
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Chip Dump, diesel,
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beautiful condition.
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plane of the barrier zone that forms after
wounding. The barrier zone is a strong
protective zone that separates infected
wood from healthy wood that continues
to form after wounding. Suberin forms in
the cell walls. In a sense, barrier zones are
like an inside bark. The barrier zone is
weak in a structural way.
Ray shakes or radial cracks usually start
from ring shakes. Ray shakes also start as
the woundwood ribs curl inward at the
vertical margins of wounds. When the
woundwood ribs grow rapidly, the likelihood of cracks forming at the wound
margins increases. Wound dressings that
stimulate woundwood formation also increase the chances for cracks.
Compartmentalization was the trees'
"answer" to decay. What did the trees
"do" about cracks? First, the tree "produced" more cracks, and second, it
"invited" anaerobic bacteria into the
cracks. Now for some details.
Rarely have I found forest trees with
only one or two radial cracks. I have dissected thousands of trees that had internal
cracks. Usually there are many cracks, and
they form at different positions around the
base of the stem. There appear to be two
survival benefits to multiple cracks. First,
the trunk continues to bend as a vertical
multiple beam. And, when a radial crack
does rupture the cambium, then
woundwood formation starts. The
woundwood then adds strength to that
portion of the trunk. As radial cracks
propagate toward the cambial zone, the
new ray tissues that form appear thinner.
The survival benefit would be that the
radial crack would propagate even faster
when it approached the thinner ray tissues.
Then, the likelihood for disrupting the
cambial zone would increase, and then the
formation of woundwood would begin.
Woundwood cannot begin to form until
the cambial zone is ruptured. For years I
was aware of this phenomenon, but I did
not understand how it could be beneficial
for survival. Now it makes sense.
The second way trees "deal" with
cracks is to have the cracks infected by
anaerobic wetwood-forming bacteria. The
cracks are perfect sites for the bacteria. It
was common to have water and wetwood
fluids flow from dissected trunks that had
cracks. Research has shown that wetwood
resists decay.
Cracks are not major causes of failures
in forest trees, but they are major causes
of failures in city trees. Why? In forest

• Injections are quick. Most take 10-40 seconds. No
waiting to remove capsules. Most bees take 2
minutes or less.
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trees, multiple basal cracks with wetwood
are common. Forest trees rarely have large
low branches. City trees that have been
topped and mutilated have cracks forming in higher positions on the trunk. Large
low branches often have cracks at the
point where the branches bend downward.
The architecture of city trees and the
mistreatments they receive often leads to
cracks and failures. Also, when long, hot,
dry periods dry the wetwood in the cracks,
failures often result.

Summary
Trees are living systems. They are
unique living systems because they have
the capacity to add strength to their structure at exactly the most effective places.
This capacity is built into their genetic
code. As generating systems, they are always building in front of themselves.
When any part of the structural framework is weakened to the point where
survival is threatened, the new parts that
form in new positions form in ways that
add strength to the weakened place.
Having the capacity to respond effectively to survive is dependent on having
the energy, conditions and other ingredients necessary to turn the capacity into an
ability.
Both capacity as a vigor ingredient and
ability as a vitality ingredient are necessary for long-term, high-quality survival.
Vigor without vitality, or vitality without
vigor will not support long-term, highquality survival.
The vigor codes for trees have met the
test of time in forests. Many trees in many
cities of the world are having great difficulties in expressing their vigor codes
because human activities and treatments
have affected their vitality.
There are no absolutes. No system, or
its parts, will survive when stress goes to
strain.
It is time to reexamine the tree system.
It is time to start basing tree treatments
on tree biology.
It is time for modem arboriculture!Tc

Dr. Alex Shigo is a noted authority in
the field of arboriculture. An author, lecturer and consultant, he is the owner of
Shigo, Trees & Associates in Durham,
New Hampshire.
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A Complete L/Ae
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FEATURES:
• All galvannealed material (no rust)
• Southcos years of experience
• Customer satisfaction of knowing"You've
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INDUSTRIES.

• National Knuckle Cranes
• Braden Winches
• Prentice Loaders
• Ford, GMC, International Chassis Cabs
• Omaha Standard Platform & Service Bodies

• 1840 E. Dixon Blvd. Shelby, NC 28150 704-482-1477 FAX 704-482-2015
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Two STIHL Classics
just went Pro...

-

Introducing the all new ST1HL 026 Pro and 036
Pro chain saws. These two lighteight, mid-size
powerhouses have all the features you expect
and then some! Both saws are now equipped
with decompression valves for easy starting and
view thru fuel tanks so there are no surprises.
The saws also feature STIHLs exclusive sideaccess chain tensioner and easy access air filter
so maintenance has never been more simple.
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S11HLs Master Contror Lear places all the
important controls at your fingertips. The air filter
surface area is increased for 70 1/6 greater capacity
than in previous models. \M'ien combined with
S11HLs new lnteUiCarb compensating carburetor,
you can go three-times longer beteen filter cleanings. The lntefliCarb Stem also self-adjusts to
keep RPMs up and costly maintenance time down.
There's also a full line of saw chain and guide

bars, files, file guides, bar oil, fuel mi]X and protective apparel. Adl high quality products, designed
to keep you doing what you do best. And, like all
S11HL products, the 026 PRO and 036 PRO are
only available in S11HL TERRITORY.

Don't miss The STIHL
77mbersports' Series or
ESPN. Check your loca
listings for times and dares

/

5TIHL®

Number One Worldwide
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The Status of Labor in the Green Industry
With labor shortages in many areas of
the country and the retention of employees foremost in the minds of many
contractors, TCI would like to know more
about your company's situation as it relates to labor.
We hope you will take a few minutes
to fill out this brief, anonymous survey.
We will use the results in upcoming, indepth articles about the industry. Thank
you for your help!

Which ONE of the following best describes your company?
Ornamental Shade & Tree Service
Landscape Contractor (maintenance
& installation)
- Lawn Maintenance Contractor
- In-House Maintenance Contractor
- Chemical Lawn Care Company (excluding mowing maintenance serv.)
Landscape Architect
- Irrigation Contractor
Other Contract Services (Specify):

Of the total number of employees at
your firm, how many are seasonal, and
how many are full time?
Seasonal
Full Time

Shared disability insurance
Paid life insurance
Other (describe)

Please indicate the average wages you
are currently paying in the following
employee categories. Wages should be in
dollars per hour; salaries, if applicable,
should be in dollars per year. Please
specify.
Entry Level Laborer $
Climber $
Equipment Operator $
Pesticide Applicator $
Foreman $
Supervisor $
Other (specify)
$

What benefits are provided for salaried employees (check all that apply):
Profit sharing
401(k)
Paid holidays - How many?
Paid vacation days - How many?
Paid personal days - How Many?
Paid health insurance
Shared health insurance
Paid dental insurance
Shared dental insurance
Paid disability insurance
Shared disability insurance
Paid life insurance
Other (describe)

What is your level of education?
Some High School
High School Graduate
Some College
College Graduate
Post Graduate Work

What is your position?
How long have you been with your
present company?
How long have you been in the industry?
In what state are you located?
How many salaried and hourly employees are at your company?
Hourly
Salaried
24

What benefits are provided for hourly
employees (check all that apply):
Profit Sharing
401(k)
Paid holidays - How many?
Paid vacation days - How many?
Paid personal days - How many?
Paid health insurance
Shared health insurance
Paid dental insurance
Shared dental insurance
Paid disability insurance
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 1996

Please indicate your 1995 anticipated
sales in the following ranges:
0-$50,000
$50,001-100,000
$100,001-250,000
$250,001-500,000
$500,001-1,000,000
$1,000,001-2,500,000
$2,500,001-5,000,000
More than $5,000,000

Fax to: 603-672-2613

WASHINGTON IN REVIEW.
By Brian Barnard

Immigration Reform Heats Up
The Senate is debating immigration reform legislation (S. 1394) that could cause
grief for employers. The House of
Representative's version of this issue
(H.R.2202) has seen improvements. but
the Senate version contains provisions that
could be cumbersome for some employ ers.
Currently, when employees apply for
a job, they must complete an Employment
Eligibility Verification, Form 1-9. Here is
where employees attest that they are eligible to work in the United States.
Employees must attest to the fact that they
are citizens or nationals of the United
States, aliens lawfully admitted for per manent residents or aliens permitted to
work for a set period of time. Aliens with
permanent status will have an Alien Number. The employer is required to review
and verify this documentation and keep
this on file of auditing purposes.
The Senate version of immigration reform legislation directs that a new
automated system to verify employment
eligibility be established within eight
years. This will be a computerized database system reached by a toll-free
number. When in place and working, this
will make it easier for employers to determine if an applicant is eligible for
employment. Still, penalties could increase immediately for hiring violations.
Immigration reform legislation in the
Senate unfairly penalizes firms who accept work authorization documents that
in fact are false, and could potentially
allow the government to seize a business
if the firm unlawfully employs aliens,
even if the employer is unaware of such
activity.

The intent of these bills is to increase
control of our nation's borders and to simplify the authorization process of hiring
immigrants. Developing a simple and
accurate work authorization process is
sound policy. Penalizing small business
owners who are attempting to comply
with these laws is poor policy. If you have
concerns with this issue, write your two
senators at United State Senate, Washington, DC 20510.

Looking ahead
As required. the federal government
recently published its 'to-do" list in the
Federal Register. Here is what we can
look for in the coming months. Note that
congress and the current government
shutdown influence the timing and outcome of each of these actions.

OSHA - Record-keeping - revision of
the OSHA 200 form
The OSHA 200 form is where employers of 11 or more employees must record
their injuries and illnesses. OSHA is aware
of the complexity and burdensome nature
of the form's current layout and is expected to propose substantial changes this
year.

Ergonomics - regulating musculoske!eta! disorders
OSHA was prevented from issuing an
official proposed ergonomics regulation
in 1995 and it is unclear at this point
where congress will prevent OSHA from
addressing this issue in fiscal 1996.
Nevertheless. OSHA continues to
gather data on ergonomic injuries in the
workplace, such as back injuries and carpal tunnel syndrome. and may attempt to
offer a proposal for review.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 1996

DOT - Periodic inspection requirements - removal of requirement
The Federal Highway Administration
will propose to eliminate the requirement
for periodic inspections of commercial
motor vehicles, such as trucks over 10,000
pounds. This will only reinforce the
industry's latest victory in gaining exemptions from certain DOT rules. Note that
any reduction in record-keeping does not
relieve the requirement to maintain vehicles in safe and proper operating
condition.

Antilock Brake Systems - may be required
The FHWA may propose to require
new commercial motor vehicles to have
anti-lock brakes. Most passenger vehicles
currently have these brakes and the system has been scrutinized. Look for a long
battle on this issue if it surfaces.

EPA
Issues the Environmental Protection
Agency is expected to address this year
include: regulation of plant-produced pesticides under FIFRA; pesticide use and
groundwater: revisions of the Worker Protection Standard: and regulatory relief of
low-risk pesticides. Look for more information in future issues of Tree Care
Industry. TCI

Brian Barnard is Government Affairs
specialist for the National Arborist Association.
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MANAGEMENT EXCHANGE
By Phillip M. Perry

A Primer On ESOPs
How would you like to motivate your
employees.., and rack up big tax breaks
for your business at the same time?
Maybe a flashing light bulb blinking
ESOP. . .ESOP...ESOP has appeared over
your head. If so, you are not alone. More
businesses are getting the bright idea that
Employee Stock Ownership Plans bring
greater morale to employees and fatter
profits to the bottom line.
Just look at the numbers. Today, nearly
10% of american workers belong to an
ESOP, according to the ESOP Association, Washington, D.C. That double the
5% level of 1987.
If you are concerning a similar plan for
your business, you'll find good news and
bad news in the ESOP story.
First, the good news. Most businesses
with ESOPs say they made the right decision, according to surveys conducted by
the ESOP Association. That's because
profits tend to increase faster when employees share in the rewards to business
growth. And companies with ESOPs enjoy real benefits come tax time: the more
money contributed to the tax deferred retirement plan, the greater the tax
deduction at the end of the year.
So what's the bad news? Just this: However alluring the music coming from the
ESOP bandwagon, you can experience
quite a jolt when you hit unexpected but
common potholes on the road to employee
ownership.
Just what are those potholes and how
can you maneuver around them? Here's
what ESOP consultants say.

Pothole 1: Making annual contributions that are too small.
What's the Number I complaint of
employees in ESOPs that go bad? Answer:
The company did not contribute enough
26

to the ESOP coffers every year. The
ESOP was, in short, all bark and no bite.
Every year, you will be required to
decide how much money you want to contribute to the ESOP plan. The money is
used to buy shares that go into the employee accounts. In this regard, an ESOP
operates like any other defined contribution retirement plan. The difference is that
the ESOP is the only such plan that can
borrow money to make a contribution.
"It's true that sometimes companies
don't make too much in the way of annual contributions," says Jack Warren,
president of ESOP, Inc., Mountain View,
California. "I counsel that companies
should contribute an amount equal to at
least 10% of annual compensation of the
participants."

Pothole 2: Not educating employees
about the responsibilities of ownership.
"Many owners who set up an ESOP and
transfer a significant body of stock assume
the employees will respond magnificently
and think of themselves as owners," says
Michael Keeling, president of the ESOP
Association. "More often that not, that
does not happen."
For a variety of reasons, people's ideas
of what ownership means can differ substantially from what a business owner
assumes. "For many workers, knowledge
about business and free enterprise and
market economy is not high," says Keeling. "People assume that being an owner
means you park your car in the best spot
and play golf every Thursday afternoon.
"To get good ownership spirit in a company, you have to explain the obligations
as well as the benefits of ownership," says
Keeling. "Make sure everyone understand
what the business does and how it makes
money. How does each individuals's inTREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 1996

put affect the bottom line?"
Failing to communicate openly and
with trust can lead to disappointment
when employees "don't act like owners."
Employees also need to be educated as
to the special nature of ESOP shares. They
need to realize that they are not free to
sell their shares to third parties, nor can
the shares be voted like regular common
stock.
Since most ESOPs are installed at privately held companies, employees would
not have much control over boardroomlevel decisions even if their stock were
fully votable. That's because the majority of stock at such companies is held by
the original owners.
This lack of voting privilege may surprise some employees, although they will
have one representative on the board of
directors. The important thing employees
need to understand is that critical decisions are really made in the work place.
"Employees need to be able to share in
the day-to-day decision-making," says
Roger Neece, president of ESOP Advisors, Reston, Virginia. "They need to
understand that's where the action is."
Failing to allow employees to have input into management decisions can scuttle
the benefits of an ESOP.
When employees perceive how their
actions affect the balance sheet, management can enlist their support on vital
business decisions that can affect their
pocketbooks. For example, any money the
business invests in new equipment would
not be available for bonuses, for ESOP
contributions, or for increased pay. Would
employees agree to make such an investment? Yes, if it was clear to them that they
were laying the groundwork for a stronger company and future profitability.
"When brought into the decision-mak-

I was very skeptical of the value of Roots until I
ran several field tests. I had eight 3 inch caliper
Kwanzan cherry trees on each side of a commercial
entrance. One side was treated heavily with Roots,
the other side received the same fertilizer and water,
but no Roots. One week later, I removed a tree from
each side. The cherry tree treated with Roots had root
growth over 8 inches long in one week! The untreated
tree had NO root growth.

We now use Roots on every landscape plant we
install. The enormous annual and perennial sections
at our nursery burst with quality due to daily Roots
applications through our irrigation system. Quality
plants solve most of the problems of competition, and
Roots solves most of the problems of plant quality.
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ing process, educated employees often
turn out to he more conservative than
management." says Neece. "We see them
say things like, 'Let's set our business up
for the future."
Such training can be done gradually
over the course of years, points out Neece.
"Employees are willing to spend the extra hours learning about business because
they make up for it in increased stock
accumulation."
One final point: You must share deci-
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sion-making with employees if you expect them to become more motivated as
a result of the ESOP.

Pothole 3: Hiding business information from employees.
Without relevant business information,
employees will not have a clue how their
individual contributions help the company
- and the value of their ESOP - grow. Yet
many business owners fail to share the
information that employees need to feel
part of the profit picture.
Does this mean you need to share the
profit and loss statements with employees? Although some companies do so, it
is neither a requirement of ESOP regulations, nor is it necessary to motivate
employees.
"If you don't want to share the financial information, at least communicate
some relevant data so employees can get
a handle on how they are doing," says
Glenn Laury, vice president of Menke &
Associates, Menham, New Jersey. "For
example, how about posting sales figures
on a weekly basis, showing how they
compare with the previous year? Or tracking returns from customers? Or how about
discussing what would happen if the company increased sales by one percent, or
cut costs by that much?"
"To make your ESOP a motivational
tool, you have to treat the employees as
if they were shareholders," says Warren.

I1I' -1I

One common mistake to avoid is failing to explain why company shares are
valued at the level they are. When you
allocate stock in the ESOP, and when you
report the current valuation of the stock
once a year, you must include information on what factors have caused the stock
price to change, If you do not, the rumor
mill will start working overtime.

Pothole 4: Letting middle management resentments smolder
At one level, supervisors should feel
pleased at the ESOP. "They are the biggest beneficiaries in an ESOP," says
Warren. "After all, money contributions
are allocated by W-2 wages. Higher paid
people will get higher percentages of
those contributions. And they will likely
stay around longer than lower paid
people."
At a deeper level, however, middle
managers may fear the shift in the balance
of power to the rank and file. After all,
they have been accustomed to giving or ders as representative of the business
owners. Now, all of a sudden, the employees will be given ownership in the
company. Will employees rebel against
their supervisors? Refuse to obey orders?
Fearful of change, supervisors may balk
at cooperating.
"Top managers have to make it known
that performance levels must increase,"

I
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says Neece. "Middle level supervisors
either have to lead, follow or get out of
the way." They must buy into the ESOP
plan and stimulate employees to get involved in getting more results for less
cost.
Neece says the supervisors can be won
over by training. "Over a one-year period,
you can turn people around," he says.
"They come to understand that the new
ESOP is their salvation."
Pothole 5: Running low on cash to
buy back stock from retiring employees.
"Many business owners do not take
seriously the obligation to buy back the
stock when the employee retires," says
Keeling. "In a closely held company, this
requirement can put a real crimp in cash
flow. You have to plan for this."
How serious can the problem be? "We
have seen people who have not done such
planning wake up 10 years down the road
to find that the business cannot afford to
buy back the stock," says Keeling.

In such cases, the company needs to
take drastic action. This can be one of the
following:
Sell the company to a third party who
has the cash to buy out the stock holders.
Take the company public. This provides cash infusion today off the stock
holders.
Take out a bank loan to pay off the
shareholders.
Ironically, the more successful a business becomes over the years, the bigger
the financial obligation to departing employees since the share values will have
appreciated more.
Pothole 6: Putting all the ESOP eggs
in one investment basket.
The safety of the invested retirement
funds, if left unaddressed by management,
can become a prime concern of employ ees. They may feel they are getting a bum
deal, since employees of other businesses
may enjoy the greater safety of retirement
funds being invested in 401K plans.
While it is important that ESOP partici-

pants share in the risk that is normal with
ownership, there is no reason why some
of the ESOP contributions cannot be invested in other financial vehicles.
"An ESOP does not have to be 100
percent invested in company stock," says
Ronald Gilbert, president of Esop Services, Scottsville. Virginia. The rule is
that ESOP holdings need to be primarily
invested in the company stock. This allows for some diversification that can
make the program safer.
Furthermore, nothing says a company
cannot have other retirement plans in addition to an ESOP. Once common setup
is to have a 401K plan in addition to an
ESOP, says Gilbert.
Pothole 7: Rushing through the process of ESOP planning.
An ESOP is complicated to set up and
administer. Avoid the temptation to skimp
in terms of time devoted to making key
decisions.
"Take the time to talk with other companies who have had ESOPs for a number

VERMEER® WOULD Ll To EXTEND
Try this on for size. Schedule a free demo of a Vermeer stump cutter, brush chipper or tub
grinder, and Vermeer will give you an embroidered jacket, absolutely free.* It's easy. Just call
toll-free, and Vermeer will set up a demo with your local dealer at a time and location
that's best for you. And if you have any questions about financing, Vermeer is also
giving away free advice. All you have to do is call.

1-800-

N_ iLl
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of years." says Warren. "Ask about the
pluses and minuses they have experienced."
You can join the ESOP Association as
an associate member, a company that is
only considering the installation of a plan.
This will bring you information about
what's new with ESOPs. and put you in
touch with other companies that already
have such plans.
Be aware that you will also have to
schedule some time each year to administer the ESOP. Indeed, you will incur
much of the same tasks as managers of a
publicly held company:
* Hold an annual meting to decide what
to contribute.
* Keep records of employees, their eligibility and vesting periods.
* Develop a communications program
to provide information to employees.
"Often the people who set up the ESOP
are surprised that every year they will
have to pay for an outside independent
evaluation of their shares." says Keeling.

Pothole 8: Keeping the ESOP hidden.
Take every opportunity to talk about
your ESOP to others. When you advertise for people, promote the fact that you
are an employee-owned company. "Stock
ownership can be the deciding factor
when you try to attract top people to your
business," says Neece. "And it can also
provide golden handcuffs to keep people
aboard who would otherwise leave for
competing businesses. People want to stay
to vest their shares. Once vested, they
want to stay to enjoy the appreciation in
the stock price."
ESOPs can also be an important marketing tool. In a recent survey by the
ESOP Association, some 85 17c of consumers agreed that employees who own shares
of their employer's business were more
likely to give top-quality customer ser vice.
"When big companies such as United
Airlines and Avis feature their employee
ownership in commercials, they aren't just
trying to make their employees feel
good," says Neece. "They have an eye on

the marketing value."
If approached correctly. the journey to
a successful ESOP need not result in unexpected problems. The ESOPs motivate
employees to go the extra mile for a company with which they identify as owners.
"Your employees can make or break
your business." says Jim Simpson. president of ESOP Group of Ohio, in
Cincinnati. "If you develop a culture in
which employees enjoy what they are
doing, they will be more productive.
"Ask yourself: What is an incentive
they can have to make the company worth
more money?"
For a growing number of companies,"
concludes Simpson. "the answer is an
ESOP.'
TCI

Phi/lip M. Perry is a syndicated columnist based in New York City.
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Dealing With

Emo7nONAL'

When Emotional Problems Become Work Problems
Br Dr. Ferne Cherne
Alcoholism, drug use, dysfunctional
families, spousal abuse, financial worries
and serious illnesses are epidemic in our
society. But are they a concern of management? Yes, they are. When personal
issues affect work performance and coworkers, it is time for management to
become involved for the sake of the employee, the co-workers and the company.
Healthy, satisfied workers function at
an optimum level. Workers who are worried about their own problems or those of
people close to them eventually, though
not consciously, let it affect their work.
Most healthy adults are able to cope with
a minor life crisis in a matter of days with
little effect on their work habits. Concerned employers understand that we all
have life challenges that throw us off balance for a short while. But when a
personal problem persists over time, the
employer must step in and follow through
with support or resources to help the
worker regain his emotional balance.
Some larger companies have EAP or
Employee Assistance Programs. Here the
manager can refer the employee to the
department of resources. But most managers must deal with a wide variety of
employee problems. How can you as the
manager identify and deal with these problems?

Your role
It has been estimated that one out of
every five workers, including manage32

ment, suffers from problems serious
enough to impair work performance. If
you are at your job for a period of years,
you can count on virtually every employee
being affected by a life crisis.
Your first role is as a good ear, a helper
and a resource person. You are not a mental health professional and not equipped
to judge the seriousness of a personal situation, nor are you trained to diagnose or
treat emotional problems. You function
as an empathetic employer who can give
assistance and referral to resources.
Your second task is to assess your
employee's capability to continue working and his or her effect on the operation.
You may have an excellent long-term
employee who is going through a divorce.
He is a bit scattered now, but in therapy.
You are quite willing to give him that
extra space and time. On the other hand,
you may have a probationary or newer
employee who comes to work bothered
by some problem and proceeds to take it
out on coworkers, clients or customers.
Here you may have to set up rigid expectations. Your decisions will have to be
appropriate to each situation. You function both as the referral source and as the
individual with your area to decide and
weigh the current employee status and the
ability of the company to accommodate
the employee's needs.
Once you have noticed, or as is often
the case, been informed of a worker's different or negative behavior, what do you
do? This is the time when your own mental stability and health allows you to be a
sensitive listener. In the best of all worlds,
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 1996

you would not bring the individual to your
office, and certainly not try to ascertain
information about private problems in a
public area.
The best way to set the stage is either
to go get a cup of coffee together at a quiet
table or place, or take the individual out
for a walk - around the building, plant or
area. Say you think better when you walk
and you just want to get out of the building for a while. Being in a relaxed
environment is more conducive to shar ing individual concerns. It is likely that
once the worker starts to tell you about
his wife's illness or her daughter's problems, the tears will flow. Better to be
sitting on a bench under a tree than in your
office. If you are already a walking-talking manager, with an informal managerial
style, this will be easier. If you have a
good, healthy working relationship with
your employees, the worker should feel
cared about and, given some time, will
most likely share what is bothering him.
You can merely say that you have noticed
some differences in his or her daily habits and identify one or two. Do not say the
other employees have told you about his
behavior. This switches the focus from the
employee's problems to one of interpersonal work relationships. Not where you
want to be.
Depending on your relationship with
your employees, you may have to reassure her that what is said will be kept in
confidence. You just noticed something
seems to be affecting him/her and you
want to help. If the employee does not feel
(Continued on Page 34)

PROBLEMS
in the Workplace
Helping Employees With Emotional Problems May Be a Legal Necessity

usefulness. As problems continue,
troubled employees become liabilities to
employers.
One depressed employee dwelling on
his problems may be prone to accidents.
Another may buckle under additional responsibility. Still another may become a
chronic absentee or complaining malcontent.
In the past, many employers felt a
moral obligation to help employees contend with emotional distress. Others
didn't.

sponsibility. ADA makes employers accommodate workers with disabilities.
Employee disabilities include psychological illnesses.
Contending with an employee's emotional problems creates obvious problems.
Few employers or supervisors have the
training necessary to respond to such
problems.
Referring the troubled employee for
counseling is the logical solution. But
such referrals don't necessarily come easily. Large measures of tact and
understanding should orient the process.
That precludes a calloused. "John, no
one can live with your behavior anymore.
You need to see a psychiatrist."
John might agree. But an antagonistic
response becomes more likely. He might
respond with anger. Or, he might consult
a counselor, but proceed with negative
expectations.
Either response makes successful treatment of an emotional problem less likely.
So, put yourself in the troubled
employee's shoes. How would you accept
an employer's approach to the problem?
The problem becomes less ominous in
firms where there are open, non-threatening lines of communication between
employees and supervisors. That makes
it easier for the employee to discuss his
problems.

Legal responsibility

Identifying troubled workers

The federal Americans With Disabilities Act, passed in 1990, changes the
optional moral obligation into a legal re-

Employers need to be conscious of the
need to identify potentially troubled em-

By Joseph Arkin, MBA

A worker taking his problems home
becomes a trial to his family. An employee who carries his personal troubles
to work becomes a trial for his employer.
The problems may stem from a variety
of sources, such as personal financial concerns or ailing family members. Still
others may stem from personality conflicts in the workplace. Whatever the
source, emotional problems can affect an
employee's performance.
Personal emotional problems don't
give an employee a license to be disagreeable, nor do they excuse unacceptable
performance.
Still, contending with such problems
has become a management concern. The
need for that concern stem from business
and humanitarian reasons.
From one perspective, a healthy mental outlook is essential for the typical
worker's proficiency. In fact, it is as important as the employee's job skills.
From another perspective, human concerns should intervene. An employee who
is distracted, restless, angry, tense or ner vous suffers from emotional distress. The
employee needs help.
The indirect expenses associated with
employee emotional problems are substantial, however difficult to measure. The
problems undermine productivity and
morale (for fellow workers, as well as the
employee).
Research suggests that 20% of a firm's
employees - including executives - suffer emotional despair that impairs their

Contending with an
employee's emotional
problems creates obvious problems. Few
employers or supervisors have the training
necessary to respond
to such problems.
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comfortable with you, don't force it. Simply say that you are concerned and you
would like her to talk to another manager
- usually the personnel officer or human
resources individual. This individual
should be preselected and informed if a
referral is forthcoming.

Listen well
The skill of listening well is the key to
helping the employee who decides to
share his problems. To be a good listener,
remember a few key points. Your body
language should show you are interested
and focused on the individual. Your body
should be open, relaxed and turned towards the person. You should establish
eye contact. Viewing the trees or the landscape outside the coffeeroom does not
show genuine concern. A stance with arms
folded across the chest indicates superiority, or judgment, not an equal sharing
and caring attitude.
What you hear may surprise you, so be
prepared. Depending on how close you
are to your employees, you may know or
be able to guess the area of problems. On
the other hand, you may be listening to a
tale of spousal abuse, child abuse or other
problems that don't often enter your
world. Try not to show shock, or worse,
disgust or repulsion. Remember, you are
here to listen and help, not to judge.
For someone in the midst of a marital
separation or grieving the death of a child,
all you may need to do is listen and understand, to promise caring and support.
Your obvious recourse for the valued employee is to offer time off when necessary
to deal with the situation. That may be all
that is needed.
Then there is the employee who is
functioning far below the norm and

doesn't realize that his changed behavior
is apparent. You can be a reality check
for him. Let him know that his performance is impaired. Suggest referrals and
resources for his problem. You might
want to check the company benefits package. It's much easier to suggest therapy
when the health insurance picks up the
tab. If benefits do not cover the necessary
resources, suggest a local agency that operates on a sliding scale.

Workers with severe problems
The touchiest category is workers who
have severe problems but may not be willing to acknowledge them. Before taking
on these workers, it is best that you review with appropriate colleagues or your
legal counsel the company's rights, any
agreements with unions and whatever
documentation might be necessary. The
last thing you want to do is accuse someone of a mental problem or any condition
that might be construed as negatively affecting his career or negating his
character. When an employee is increasingly hostile and displays aberrant
behavior, he may benefit from extensive
psychotherapy. Still, your concern reverts
to a liability stance and the probability of
extensive harm to the company or other
employees. If dealing with an employee
of this nature, be sure to document any
and all conversations about his behavior.
You are not a trained psychotherapist, but
if you sense an employee is capable of
"going over the edge," or of being harmful to others, trust your instincts. This type
of individual reacts negatively to suggestions that he needs psychological
assistance. Your recourse is usually to a
mandatory leave or a progressive course
of separation from employment. Every

company should have ready access to a
specialized professional who can offer
advice in these cases.

A preventive approach
Although we have covered employees
in need, it is well worth taking a preventive approach towards employee
problems. A good worker is a mentally
healthy worker. If the work environment
is satisfying, the employee will be better
able to cope with personal situations. A
nurturing and caring workplace and management style provide stability.
Consider sending employees to stress
reduction seminars or using resources to
provide some of this information. There
are newsletters that provide stress reduction and other related information. One
of these, distributed to various companies,
is "At Your Best," put out by Rodale
Press. Each issue contains information on
time management, stress reduction exercises and family issues. You might want
to have an information center with free
brochures on problems such as addiction,
depression or alcoholism. These should
include the names of local resources.
Your best key to supporting and assisting your employees during life crises is
your management style. If you are concerned and supportive, your employees
will know that your door is open to their
sharing of current needs and problems. If
your employees feel they can come forth,
then you are able to handle and accommodate their emotional problems and
concerns before they affect the work environment. TCI

Dr. Ferne Cherne has taught at the
college level and has had many articles
published in leading magazines.
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ployees. Unexplained changes in personal
appearance, work habits or social behavior suggest a potential problem.
Identifying an employee with potential
problems is the easier part of the problem. Helping the employee requires tact,
patience and sympathy. You should be in
a position to offer "emotional first-aid."
Listening becomes the key element in
the process. Whatever the problem, an
approach to help a friend in need creates
the opportunity for relief for the distressed
person. That holds true particularly if the
problem stems from external stress or
from acute family or job difficulties.
A sympathetic ear provides relief for
the troubled worker from a couple of perspectives. First, a sympathetic ear gives
the troubled employee an emotional ally.
The opportunity to talk about his problems
provides some emotional relief.
Also, talking about the problem helps
a troubled employee gain some thoughtful perspective of his problem. Discussion
prompts some different views so having
someone listen can change a person's
perspective of his problem.

establish lasting personal relationships
and become a contributing member of the
group.
Don't assume that you always need the
expertise of a psychologist or psychiatrist.
But you should have access to a professional when dealing with a troubled
employee.
Identify a responsible psychiatrist,
clinical psychologist or social worker to
contact when the need arises. The potential for help exists. You only need to
identify the specific sources of the help.

Ameri "

Employee emotional problems remain
difficult to diagnosis. Professionals often
can hide serious symptoms from managers,
but the prospects for such problems will
continue in every business enterprise. Independent business managers should be
prepared to confront those problems. TCI

Joseph Arkin holds a master's from
Pace University in New York and has
been extensively published in trade and
professional magazines.
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When to call a professional
Of course, the benefits from listening
are limited and troubled people suffering
acute problems - trembling, visible agitation, fear - require more help than a
concerned listener can provide. That
raises the need for help from experts.
Recognizing an employee's need for
professional help becomes the first step
in the process. Remain alert for warning
signs. Some troubled people may hear
voices, talk to themselves or feel others
are persecuting them.
Talk of suicide is a more severe sign
of emotional distress. Another warning
sign is the inability to make simple decisions leading to inactivity. Persistent,
uncontrollable physical mannerisms also
represent signs that professional help is
needed.
Remember that an effective employee
enjoys good mental health. Those employees feel comfortable about
themselves. They recognize their abilities.
They accept their shortcomings.
Mentally healthy employees can respond to a change in business
environment. They respond to disappointments with a measure of mental balance.
They have more self respect and respect
for others. A mentally healthy person can

CUT YOUR
LICENSING,
INSURANCE
AND
MAINTENANCE
EXPENSE

U

Call for details:
1-800-824-9776

•

45 ft. Working Height

•

Proportional Hydraulic Controls

•

3600 Continuous Rotation

• Tow It With Your Pickup Truck

AmeriQuip
1480 Arrow Highway . LaVerne CA 91759
Phone: (909) 392-2033 • Fax: (909) 392-4651
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Arbormst Initiates Mobile Cho pper
By Stacia Goodman
Any tree care expert cutting in urban
markets today knows the limitation of
large, heavy-duty wood chippers. Workers must drag wood debris to the curbside
chipper.
While these models may be right for
some jobs, equipment mobility is essential - and more cost-effective - for many
arborists. If all goes as planned, a midsized, highly mobile chipper could be on
the market this spring.
The man who initiated the concept is
Barney Kohout (pronounced koe-howt),
a 3 1-year-old North Carolina-certified ar borist, award-winning tree climber and
active entrepreneur. His product idea is
becoming a reality with the collaboration
of equipment manufacturers The Toro
Company, maker of the Workman® utility vehicle, and Crary Company, who
makes Bear Cat wood chippers.
In short, the three have created and are
testing a revolutionary equipment mix: a
modified Bear Cat 8-inch PTO hydraulicfeed chipper that can go directly to work
sites when attached to Toro's Workman
utility vehicle.

Arborist and Workman meet
It was pure bad luck that set Kohouts
product idea in motion.
While recovering from severe dog bites
received on the job, he attended the TCI
EXPO in November 1994 in Philadelphia
to research equipment kinder to his mending arm. There Kohout met Rick Cairns,
a product manager for Toro's commercial
Products Division. Cairns was displaying
the Workman utility vehicle with a 3-inch
chipper.
"A few people at the show would give
encouraging remarks, but no one really
36

From left to right, Rick Cairns, product manager for The Toro Company, Commercial Products Division; Barney Kohout, the North Carolina arborist who initiated the concept; and
Chuck Crary, president of Crary Company, manufacturer of the Bear Cat line of chippers,
stand before the prototype of a new piece of equipment - the Bear Cat 8-inch PTO hydraulic-feed chipper that can go directly to work sites when attached to Toro's Workman utility
vehicle.

paid much attention to us," said Cairns,
whose luck changed when Kohout saw the
vehicle.
"It looked like the lunar module," said
Kohout. "When Rick started mentioning
its options and features I was floored. It
had incredible potential for my business
and the entire tree care industry."
Kohout explained to Cairns that Toro
had an excellent product that was just
slightly off the mark. The arborist was
convinced that pairing a larger chipper
with the Workman's mobility would enable tree care contractors to go directly
to work sites, rather than leave machinery curbside. On the spot, the earnest
Kohout agreed to scout the show for a
better-fitting, more powerful chipper.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 1996

Choosing the chipper
Determined to find the perfect fit,
Kohout explored seven different companies. He had to find a chipper big enough
for the work, but small and light enough
for the Workman. It could handle a 1500pound tow-behind unit and had
23-horsepower available through its rear
PTO.
Kohout eventually called Chuck Crary,
president of Crary Company in West
Fargo, North Dakota in April 1995. Crary
manufactures the Bear Cat line of chipper, chipper/shredders and stump grinders
for home, rental and commercial use.
Kohout explained his need for a mid-sized
PTO chipper and invited Crary to join the
collaboration with Toro.

ACRT—Your Complete Electrical Hazard
Training, Testing & Certification Resource
• ACRT Institute of
Arboriculture &
Urban Forestry faculty members can
train your people at
your facility or the
institute. Training
programs, based on
the Line Clearance
Tree Trimmer
Certification
Manual, can also
be developed for
implementation by
\our personnel.

It you employ tree
trimmers for line
clearance, tree
care, urban forestry
and municipal
arboriculture, you
are required to train
them in electrical
hazard recognition,
and certify or document that they have
passed certain tests.
Failure to do so can
result in a possible
$70,000 fine and/or
a year in jail.
Don't take a chance.
Be sure you're in
compliance by
single sourcing with
ACRT. We offer a
complete package,
including training,
complete testing,
certification or documentation, and even
maintenance of your
certification records.

Electrical Hazard
Recognition For
Tree Care Workers
If you or your employees work in trees
where electric wires
pass through your
work area, you are
governed by OSHA
1910.333. You must
document that you
and your employees
have received electrical hazard training.
ACRT can provide
all the resources
you need to assure
compliance.

• ACRT Institute of
Arboriculture &
Urban Forestry
faculty members
can train your people at your facility
or the institute.
The ACRT Institute
of Arboriculture &
Urban Forestry
offers written
and field testing,
documentation
and maintenance
of records for
OSHA 1910.333
compliance. All
field tests are videotaped, providing a
permanent history
of satisfactory
completion.
• Use the ACRT
Electrical Hazard
Recognition
program as the
basis for your
own training and
documentation
program.

Line Clearance Tree
Trimmer Training &
Certification
ACRT can provide
all the resources you
need to assure
compliance with the
new OSHA 1910.269
requirements for
training and certifying
line clearance tree
trimmers.
• With more than
300 easy-to-read,
illustrated pages,
the ACRT Line
Clearance Tree
Trimmer Certification Manual is the
most comprehensive, cost-effective
resource for training
line clearance tree
trimmers. The 14
chapters contain
all the information
you need to train
and certify your
tree trimmers.

Please circle 1 on Reader Service Card

The ACRT Institute
of Arboriculture &
Urban Forestry
otters testing,
certification and
maintenance of
documentation for
OSHA 1910.269
compliance.
If you work within
10 feet of energized
lines you and your
employees must be
trained and certified.
For information on
regulations that apply
to you and on our
complete training,
testing and certification or documentation
capabilities call, write
or fax.

1111117

Environmental
Specialists
ACRT, Inc.
2545 Bailey Road
P.O. Box 401
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
44221-0401
800-622-2562
FAX 216-945-7200

"I was skeptical. Our company gets a
lot of requests from people who want to
demonstrate our equipment for free,"
Crary said. "But Barney was very knowledgeable about the industry and the
competition." One call to Cairns was all
Crary needed to give the go-ahead.
Crary Company engineers would
modify an existing wood chipper to lit the
Workman's PTO and tow-behind specifications. Meanwhile, Kohout would
contribute his expertise as an arborist.
Barney's Tree Experts, Kohout's small

pruning and tree diagnostic business in
Carrboro, North Carolina, would then test
the product.

Making the mix work
Crary engineers set out to modify an
existing Bar Cat 8-inch PTO hydraulicfeed chipper, a commercial disc-type unit
with 360-degree rotatable discharge
chute.
To tap power from the Workman efficiently, Crary made the tractor-mounted,
engineless chipper towable by adding
wheels and developing a longer PTO
h Lt.

,ccond, the chipper had to have a micioprocessor - an idea not new to the
industry, but one that hadn't been tried in
mid-sized chippers. In essence, the computer chip would automatically sense
incoming debris and adjust feed roller and
disc speed as needed. It would eliminate
the need for a dedicated chipper operator
and the machine could run continuously.
In July 1995, Kohout received the
single prototype Workman/Bear Cat chipper. He added flotation tires to reduce tire
markings on lawns and enlisted some innovative friends to design a chip-catching
bag for the Workman bed. Then he went
to work.

How the idea was born
As a certified arborist and tree care
business owner. Kohout knew the need

for the Workman/Bear Cat chipper team.
A recent project had pitted his business
against two large oaks that Dr. William
Mattern, a Chapel Hill homeowner,
needed removed from his backyard. The
trees were rooted on a rocky hillside behind the house. The only path to the site
meant driving heavy equipment over the
well and septic field - impossible to do
without damage.
"Traditionally, this project would require parking the chipper curbside and a
two- or three-person crew would drag
about 10,000 pounds of branches in 200pound increments to the curb," explained
Kohout. It would be exhausting, require
a dedicated chipper operator and be
noisy, which would hinder communication and slow progress.
Mattern picked Barney's Tree Experts
over two other contractors when Barney's
bid - based on using the new prototype came in more than one-third lower. Not
only were the other contractors more expensive, Mattern said they didn't know
how they would get into the backyard to
do the job. Barney did.
"His crew took the tree down in nothing flat, created mulch for our garden and
had the project done in a day or so,"
Mattern said. "Afterward, Barney showed
me the equipment he used. It was impressive." Mattern has recommended Kohout
to three people and will use him again to
clear parts of the heavily wooded 4.3-acre
property.
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A Family Tradition
readily accepted. To this day, I encounter people that
ituiiiiu lulty ycai.
ieiiiiiiuet iii ii iciiuiiips
The dictionary defines tradition as: the handing
Our real strength was, and continues to be our
down of statements, beliefs, customs, etc., from genfocus on the needs of the user - not just trying to sell a
eration to generation, especially by word-of-mouth or
tool, but following suggestions from the professional
by practice.". That describes the history of the Fanno
user, then using our expertise to meet that specialized
Saw Works. Being the latest of three generations in the
need. Whether it's for pruning fruit and nut trees, workfamily business, the philosophy instilled in me is to
ing atop utility poles to fussing with a prize rose, we
treat the customer as I would want to be treated and
have tried to be the specialist in an industry of generoffer a quality product.
___________ alists. We're proud of our quality and
My grandfather. A. A. Fanno, was a
cherish our reputation of service and decraftsman of tremendous common sense
pendability.
"Our real
and talent. He was a boat builder and
I'm very proud of the fact that our
carpenter, worked on river barges, and
strength was,
tools are actually better now due to the
operated a housewares business before
and continues
upgrading of our equipment and the
he bought an almond orchard. He develdedication of our employees. When you
oped the first pole saw of its type to reto be our
have your name on a product, you're
move limbs high in the trees. The early
ieocus on
going to see that it's done right!
saws were hand-cut out of broken band
t needs of
saw blades that were obtained from the
A few years back, we began prolumber mills. The teeth were punched out
ducing a tool that was not 100% manuthe
user...
and filed by hand.
factured in the U.S. We wanted to keep
customers informed, so Fwuw-JizterizaWord-of-mouth was the bulk of the
twnal is the designation we give to tools that meet this
advertising effort for Fanno Saws The innovative decriteria. Fanno Saw is definitely aware of the world
sign and dependability of the to 1 became common
marketplace and always on the lookout for products
knowledge along the west coast.
that
meet our rigid standards.
It was around 1949 that the leadership of Fanno
The years ahead are sure to bring new technoloSaws transferred to my father, Carl Fanno. His first
gies to tree care. However, a superior hand-held tool
contributions were updating the manufacturing proin the hands of a trained professional will always be
cess and setting up the distribution network. His ease
the best combination for the health of our trees.
with and respect of people were traits that customers
By Robert Faii,io

l

Saw with Confidence
The Fanno No. 20 Pruning Saw
Curved blade with 19 "cutting edge
Exclusive Fanno Lance Teeth, 18-gauge steel
Laminated hardwood, custom Finnish birch handle
Special Saw/Scabbard COMBO ... $38.00 per set Plus UPS Shipping
or Fanno No. 20 Saw ................. $20.00 ea. Plus UPS Shipping
Leather Scabbard..................$21.95 ea. Plus UPS Shipping
Prices valid through 4 30 96.
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W5i1

4a (800) 421 -Q330

24 Hr. FAX: (310) 698-2238
Bishop Company, Whittier CA
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Benefits to the industry
Tree care experts don't have to look
hard to see the benefits of the Workman!
Bear Cat chipper setup. While it is designed for tree care experts who chip
wood for a living, it could be especially
effective for those who frequently move
from large to small properties, according
to Ed Johnson, vice president of safety and
equipment for Davey Tree Expert Company, based in Kent, Ohio.
"Although 1 haven't seen this particular setup operate, anytime you can get

NOW YOU CAN
PREVENT
Ivy, Oak & Sumac
Poisoning

IT'S SO EASY!
Would you take just 5 drops a
day of Oral Ivy in water or
juice to prevent ivy poisoning?

6 Months Prevention
Just 7C A Day
$12.50 + $1.00 Postage

ION
Oral

$90.00IDoz. Plus UPS Shipping

AN OUNCE

OF PREVENT

4Iv

n -

CUTS-i

RAPCO
like
a
CARBIDE I
CHAIN..._," Diamond
WITH RAPCO
CARBIDE CHAIN
YOU CAN CUT
20 to 25 CORDS
WITHOUT
RE-SHARPENING!

WORLD'S FINEST!

R
ARBOR ST

INC.
SALES BY: RAPCO MARKETING INC.
P.O. BOX 5219
VANCOUVER, WA 98668-5219
PHONE: 1-800-959-6130 FAX: 503-255-4807
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A REDWOOD SIZE LEASE
IS NOW AVAILABLE TO HELP KEEP
YOUR PROFITS GROWING.
Now you can get Lease Financing up to...

$75 ,000 .00

ORDER NOW
TOLL FREE
1-800-553-6778
hA
k
V1

ARBOR 1ST

ORAL IVY, INC.
BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815
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Rather than two part-time people to do the
labor-intensive work, he now has one fulltime certified arborist.
The Workman's PTO also translates
into big savings in equipment costs, said
Crary.
"The modified Bear Cat chipper sells
for about $7,600, whereas similar chipper with dedicated engines would be in
the $10,000 to $12,000 range. The automatic sensor also reduces horsepower
need. Kohout agreed, saying the rest of
the industry is using 40-horsepower equipment to do what the 23-horsepower
Workman can. His fuel costs barely reach
$4 a day - compared to $20 to $25 a day
with a bigger chipper and truck.
Cairns noted the safety aspects, as well.
The setup frees crew members to move
away from the chipping noise, and the

your equipment closer to where the work
is being accomplished, you're better off."
said Johnson. "The advantages that I see
with this specific setup are that it reduces
dragging the cut limbs to the roadside
chipper, which improves efficiency. And,
because the equipment is light, tree experts don't have to wait until the ground
is frozen."
The mix saves contractors time and
money by freeing crews to be more productive. The dedicated chipper operator's
job is eliminated and crews don't have to
use time and energy to drag debris. Also,
there's less cleanup and lawn damage.
"We drive right under the tree we're
cutting now and put the chips anywhere
our customer wants them on the property."
said Kohout, who has also cut his work
force due to the mechanical advantage.

for the new or used Arborist Equipment you need.

• QE PACE Application, with NO TAX
RETURNS or financials necessary. Quick, easy
financing no hassles or red-tape!

• You get the best equipment to do the
job more efficiently and less costly than
your competition.

• 100% financing of new and used Tree Care
Equipment.

• Other Flexible Programs available to meet
your specific business needs.

• USED ARBORIST EQUIPMENT FINANCING
UP TO 60 MONTH TERMS
1990 model yr. and newer = up to 60 mths.
1988 model yr. and newer = up to 48 mths.
1987 model yr. and newer = up to 42 mths.

Call now for easy
credit approval at:

1-800-945-OMNI

Assocvte Member Nãborra! Arbor/st ASSOCIOIIQO
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When you climb on our orange ropes, you're recognized as a professional
who's serious about safety. The instant success of Braided Safety Blue High-Vee
demonstrates that clearly identified climbing ropes promote safety in the tree.
Now, New England Ropes introduces a high visibility version of our famous Safety
Blue three-strand rope and, for those who prefer a 12-strand rope, our completely
redesigned TreeLine with a new abrasion resistant finish and optional fleck pattern.
New England Ropes is committed to making the best climbing ropes possible.
That's why when your safety is on the line, New England Ropes comes through
with flying colors.
For
na
attZciiei:
please call or write us.

'jj

NEW ENGLAND ROPES

848 Airport Ad, Fall River, MA 02720
Please circle 41 on Reader Service Card

Phone (508) 678-8200 FAX (508) 679-2363

chipper i practicall silent M ien idling.
Workers can clearly hear work commands
and neighborhood noise is reduced.

Already O

Market...

What's next?
Following Kohout's testing and ongoing modifications, Cairns showed the
prototype at the TCI EXPO in Indianapolis last year. Now, Toro will gauge
industry interest and plot marketing delivery, perhaps as early as this spring.
As for Barney Kohout, he'll continue
work on a light-weight aluminum transport trailer for the Workman vehicle. Bear
Cat chipper and other equipment.
"Obviously it has been a three-way win
for the collaborators, but especially for
our customers who will soon have access
to quality equipment targeted for their
specific needs. This could really change
the tree care industry for the better." said
Crary. 1(1

Stacia Goodman is a horticultural consultant and writer based in Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

The Go Bandit, a 34-inch self-propelled
chipper from Bandit Industries, Inc, also
eliminates the need to haul brush. It can
chip branch and limb materials regardless
of length and produces a smaller, fine chip
that is ideal for mulch. Chips can be discharged in any direction. One hydraulic
system operates both the chipper feed system and the hydraulic four-wheel drive.
The Go Bandit can be used for back
yard chipping, drain ditch and highway
maintenance, parks and trail maintenance.

Wood/Chuck manufactures a go-an ,, where chipper. With its outer wheels
removed, the 34-inch-wide W/C-6SP goe'
where it's needed. The hydraulic direct
drive motors eliminate chains and hushings for superior ground clearance.
Other unique Wood/Chuck engineering
features include electronic load sensine
feed system, yielding a higher qualitr
chip; flexible discharge chute so chips can
be put where the customer wants theni:
and an innovative steering system to minimize ground damage.

Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies

-

F

Available in threaded or clip type couplers.

anyorie else.

T

We have a variety of poles including white ash in
solid lengths; and also six foot sectional poles with
lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also
available a line of non conductive sectional, or full
length fiberglass poles for the electrical contractors.
Included you will find a complete price list and
order form for all pruner poles and equipment.

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer
a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and
equipment for the professional as well as the
amateur who wants a quality made tool.
For years we have made a limited line of pruner
poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that
if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide

PH4R Pruning Heads

--

I V1I PEAVEY

MANUFACTURING Co.

P.O. Box 129 East Eddington, Maine 04428
(2071843-7961 - 843-6778 - FAX 207) 843-5005

S Saw Head
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GFX CORPORATION

The New More Rugged GFX Super Split
has the exclusive production table level with the top
of the Ijil beam and heavier tubular front and rear legs.
They are now included in all models; just another reason to break the hydraulic habit and start getting more
firewood in a lot less time.
To find out more—call, write or fax

GFX CORPORATION
200 Recreation Park Drive, Hingham, MA 02043
800-439-2188' Fax (617) 740-0355
Please circle 22 on Reader Service Card
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ARBORIST INNOVATIONS
By Sha%t Hazen

Two Ideas To Improve Ftticiency
In our lifelong quest for spare time, we
endeavor to streamline our work environments in order to provide that extra
measure of efficiency. These ideas are
simple yet practical.

Climbing gear storage - Wire milk
crates provide an excellent storage model
for climbing gear. There is enough room
inside for spurs, saddle, flip-line and various chokers and slings. etc. The outside
is a virtual billboard of hardware, providing snap-in room for a couple dozen
'biners. Stackability is a key advantage.

4'

Cardhouse sideboards - Like a house
of cards, this system is simple and easy
to erect, yet strong and useful. Barrel-type
hinges are reconfigured to accept a removable hinge axle, which is fixed with
a tiller pin. One man can erect an entire
shell on a lumber rack in five minutes.
Stainless steel bolt hangers used for rock
climbing can be fixed to the shell and/or
truck bed to provide lashing points with
hooks and biners, etc. Plywood should be
3/4-inch or thicker and weatherized with
a couple of coats of marine varnish. Savvy
innovators can treat this as a rolling billboard for company logos and phone
numbers. A tool rack for handled implements can be fixed against the cab to
provide easy access and safe transport
with a load of logs or chips. TCI

Shaw Hazen is an arborist and %triter
from Orinda, California.
Share your innovation with TCI and
we will pay you $100. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject
to editing for grammar, style and length.
Color or black-and-white photos are welcome. Entries must include the name of a
company and a contact person or they will
not be considered for publication.

Wire milk crates serve as a storage model for climbing gear.

Cardhouse sideboards are easy to put together and serve a variety of purposes.
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WHEAT'S IN THE F UTURE'7
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reference. And leave room for the unexpected.
List promotional costs in the month they are paid. If you are
going to short-term lease or purchase a new vehicle for the
spring rush, the lease costs or added depreciation and interest
rnct reQllltincr from a niirrhae are factored in coirtin the month
initiated and continuin g until turned ba in
y ear, in
the case of a purchase). Hopefully there is increased
sales volume to offset the cost. If not, you might
want to rethink why you are doing it. BEFORE you do it. This is one of the real benefits in doing a forecast
A forecast is also abudget. Listing cost by
the month, then the total for the year, gives
a disciplined figure - one you can use to
help make long range plans (which probably do not include the acquisition of a brew/ ery or insurance company!).

"VOLVO to sell brewery;" "Anheuser-Busch to sell St.
Louis Cardinals;" and "FMR, parent of FP&L utility to
sell life insurance company that lost $750 million dollars."It would appear even large companies sometimes
forget what their business is.
In contrast, our industry's two largest companies
concentrate on providing the services they
know best. They are successfully focused.
Here are three techniques that
should help you remain focused:

SOURCE AND USE OF
FUNDS

.

J I

Take the year end net profit add
back all the depreciation charged
for field equipment, office equipment, and any other items that \
/ LONG RANGE PLANNING
were capitalized and depreciated. \
//
The third technique - sometimes the most diffiFrom this total, deduct any principal —
cult
to create - is the Long Range Plan. If large
payments for debt. What's left may
companies,
with all their management depth,
be spent on developing business.
can
drift
off
the planned path, it certainly
Usually there isn't enough to sus
must
be
easy
for a smaller firm to do so.
tain the core business let alone
Just
because
a long range plan has been
start a brewery.
established
doesn't
mean it's foolproof
Being a seasonal business cash is
There
are
books
on
planning.
You can earn a
*V
V
needed to carry through the off seadegree
in
it.
However,
we
will
offer
an oversim.
son. Still, do make up a budget. Because
plified
version
of
the
planning
process
with
one
question:
there is never enough money, make tough decisions :
:
What
do
you
want
to
be
when
you
grow
up?"
Corny,
but
several
regarding purchases.
corporations. wnen rirst cnariereo, did not plan to end up in tne
brewery, insurance or baseball business. Somehow, they lost their
FORECASTS - THE MOST IMPORTANT BUS!focus on what they did best.
New ideas and directions have a place as long as they are well
NESS TOOL YOU HAVE
thought out, have a business plan, a forecast, source and use of
A recent article explained that Apple Computer was in
funds projection and fit in with the basic structure the firm wants
trouble because their forecasts were Faulty. Based on
when it grows up. Diversification for profit can be a disaster,
these forecasts, they had under-ordered. As a result
unless thoroughly thought out, planned, and, most importantly,
they had a billion-dollar sales backlog. Large corporafitting in with your basic business and your ability to manage.
tions make basic errors, too.
To stay focused, use the NAA's Accounting System
The Branch Office is compiled monthly by Howard Eckel and Dan Kinte,:
format as a forecast form. List all the cost items or cateMr. Eckel is currently a Management Consultant to the Green Industry. He c/fans
gories in the Sales, Direct Cost, Sales and Administra• on over 25 years of experience, and was farmer/N , Executive Vice President of
tion Cost, and Profit sections. Then project. item by
Davey Tree Expert Company.
item, month by month, what costs you think will occur
Mr. Kinter owns Kintercom a busaie,c.-to-business adi'ertisinç' age/icy. cl/id ha
in the coming year. Use last year's monthly figures as a
VV

V V V

V

•

•

V

served the tree ewe wdustrv for over 7 yea/Vs.
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Bring your sky-high insurance
costs down to earth.
One toll-free phone call—and
five minutes—is all it takes.

\\

X-.

\

d

This brand new program from
Xlbiez lets you instantly compare what you're paving today
to what you could be saving
tomorrow. For the same—or
better—coverage. From toda\
top-rated insurance company.
Pick up the phone and dial
1-800-272-6771. Bring down
your high insurance costs. .\nd
give your tree-care huin c
111( )FC 1( )( )I1' to ) 2F( )\\.

8002726771
M1 1
Albiez Insurance Agency

ARBORIST INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
2+44
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INDUSTRY ALMANAC
February 20
Arborist Training Seminar
Southfield Civic Center
Southfield. Michigan
Contact: 517-482-5530
February 27
Advanced Hazard Tree Evaluation
ASCA and ISA Pacific Northwest
Vancouver, British Columbia
Contact: 303-466-2722

Winter Meeting
Holiday Inn South Convention Center
Lansing, Mich.
Contact: 5 17-482-5530

Portland, Maine
Contact: Pat Lindsay, 207-883-3340
April/May
Urban Tree Residues: New Opportunities
and Solutions
Birmingham. Al. - April 30 & May 1
Orlando, Fla. - May 2 & 3
Houston, Texas - to be announced
Contact:: ISA, 217-355-9411

March 8-9
Maine Arborist Association
Annual Meeting
Ramada Inn

February 29
Advanced Hazard Tree Evaluation
ASCA and ISA Pacific Northwest
Portland, Oregon
Contact: 303-466-2722

BIRCHMEIER®:

February 28-29
S. Illinois Ground Maintenance School
Gateway Convention Center
Collinsville, Ill.
Contact: Ron Cornwell. 618-692-9808

jj

Advantages of
Closed System:

• Eliminates the need to mix

March 4-5
Michigan Forestry & Parks Asso.

•

dangerous chemicals in
the field.
Reduces the amount of
time and effort required to
change chemicals.
For further information contact:

Standard units also available

ITB

in 2.5 gallon, 3.5 gallon and
5 gallon capacities.

Co., Inc.

1-800-866-1357

Please circle 28 on Reader Service Card
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Caff Tom
Free Brochure
Quote

..

52 Years Building Quality

Forestry Bodies

AdI10BOAPr
AI@OCKFMN
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CUTTING EDGE
Tree Organization News

CCLG Donates Funds to National Arborist Foundation
Corporate Capital Leasing Group. Inc.
(CCLG). a leading financial service company has donated $2,500 to the National
Arborist Foundation (NAF), demonstrating its strong commitment to the
preservation of our environment and the
future of the arborist industry. This initial contribution is based upon the
successful introduction of the
"ArborCard." CCLG's pre-approved lease
card for the tree care industry.
The NAF is an extension of the National Arborist Association that fosters the
development and growth of professionals
committed to the future of commercial
arboriculture. provides professional training opportunities and scholarships for
arborists. and advances the future of commercial arboriculture through research.
education, training and advocacy.
Each time an "ArborCard" is used to
lease new or used equipment. CCLG will

cLLG

CORPORATE CAPITA I
LEASING GROUP, IN(_

I

11L

I

_

Valerie Hayes, president of CCLG, presents the first check from her company to Robert
Felix, right, treasurer of the NAF, and Chris Brown, representing the NAA.

donate $50 to the NAF. to match a costshare grant from the U.S. Forest Service

toward the "Tree Maintenance Benefit
Project."

(201) 227-0359

Ithaa1Ait
S S 0 C I ATE S
23 "I" Commerce Rd.
Fairfield, N.J. 07006

., /

Z
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CU11ING EDGE
New Products & Services

The latest in NiorhuL cr1 ndi uc technolocv. the
Model 1300 Tub Grinder, delivers an unparalleled blend of power, torque and
productivity. While production varies depending on the type of material being processed,
output as high as 320 cubic yards per hour ha
been documented. A standard 750-hp diesel
from Caterpillar or Cummins supplies the
power, while torque to the hammermill is increased by a factor of 1.6 through a gearbox
drive. The engine, clutch and drive train are
protected with a full breakaway torque limiter. Morbark Sales Corporation, 8507 S. Winn
Road. Winn, MI 48896. Phone: 800-233-6065.

Root Feeders. Inc.. has recently received a U.S.
patent for a unique deep root, dry granular,
ornamental tree and shrub fertilizing and soil
conditioning device. This new industry innovation eliminates the problems associated with
present methods. A few of the features of the
"Deep Root Placement System"" - are: no
moving parts. portability, high capacity, low
maintenance and it's environmentally safe.
The company is presently interested in securing licensing agreements. Send inquiries to
Don Guzan, president. Root Feeders, Inc.. P.O.
Box 5462, Buffalo Grove, IL 60089. Phone:
708-459-4931.

Peltor. Inc.. offers lightweight, comfortable
noise attenuating headsets and adapters for
VHF. UHF and hard-wired communication
systems. These headsets are available with
choice of boom or throat microphone. They are
offered in a variety of styles - over head, back
band. hardhat attachment. A low-profile model
is offered when using sand-blasting or welding head gear. Peltor. Inc.. 41 Commercial
Way, East Providence, RI 04914. Phone: 401438-4800.
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Front wheels
turn in allowing
the KAN-DU to
go through a
30" gate.

Compact enough to get into tight spaces,
big enough to take on any size stump

You KAN-DU large or uprooted stumps
• Designed by tree men for tree men.
• Self propelled - Fast walk travel speed.
• Except for cutting wheel, all work done with hydraulics - including steering.
• Cuts over 30" above ground & 24" below ground.
• Excellent stability for going over curbs, steps, & sidehills.
• Powerful 24 H.P. engine.
• Will out perform all grinders on the market today in all around grinding.

Don't say you can't, say you KAN-DU!
Please circle 33 on Reader Service Card
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Power Great Lakes. Inc.. has been appointed
as an official source for GM Powertrain Industrial Engines to OEM's and PGL
distributors. The first GM Powertrain Engines
available from PGL are the 3.OL and the 4.3L
Industrial Engines. Both engines offer fuel
type options, including gasoline. liquified propane gas or natural gas. Features of the 4.3L
include: roller lifter camshaft. modular iron
crankshaft, exhaust valve rotators, high energy
ignition (HEI) distributor and coil, world class
engine sealing system. engine balancer system.
and more. The features of the 3.OL include
exhaust valve seat inserts, modular iron crankshaft. corrosion-resistant brass water jacket
core plugs. M400 copper/lead crankshaft bearings. and high silicon content pistons. Power
Great Lakes. Inc.. 655 Wheat Lane. Wood
Dale. IL 60191. Phone: 708-350-9400.

The new Tanaka ECS-3301 top handle chain
saw features an innovative air induction system. The AirForceThi air induction and
filtration system effectively removes particles
before they reach the air filter system, which
increases performance and prolongs engine
life. Weighing just 6.8 pounds. the ECS-3301
is the lightest saw in its class. An inertia activated chain brake stops the saw instantly and
reduces the chance of serious injury in case of
kickback. Also, the safety throttle lock prevents accidental acceleration during idling. An
anti-vibe. floating engine provides maximum
absorption of saw vibration. Its top-mounted
handle provides excellent maneuverability and
control. The ECS-3301 contains a 32.3cc (2.0
cubic inches). 2.0-hp engine, stress relieved
and chrome plated cylinder, transistorized
electronic ignition and a heavy-duty centrifugal clutch. Tanaka. 22461 72nd Ave., S.. Bldg.
3. Kent. WA 98032. Phone: 206-395-3900.

cutter delivers maximum horsepower to the
cutter wheel for optimum productivity.
Vermeer's exclusive beltless cutter wheel
drive system provides the efficiency of a mechanical drive unit without engine side load.
The beltless system eliminates the need to
slide the engine to engage the cutter wheel
drive: maintenance also is easier than on beltdrive systems. Vermeer offers a 3-year
warranty on drive system components. The 502
SC provides top performance with Vermeers
Auto Sweep system, which maintains the rated
engine speed of the stump cutter by automatically adjusting the feed rate of the cutter wheel.
Thus, the operator is ensured the stump cutter
will deliver maximum horsepower and high
productivity to cut 19 inches deep and 67
inches wide. Vermeer Manufacturing Co.,
P.O. Box 200, Pella, Iowa 50219-0200. Phone:
800-829-0051.

Circle 74011 the Reader Service Card
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GET THE ARBORTECH ADVANTAGE...

kA1

I

-

L1[IUI
EL

Big or small. Arbortech makes a body to fit your
company's needs. Arbortech Chip Bodies save you
money and increase your efficiency, giving you an
idvantage over your competition. Arbortech offers
It full line of tree care bodies, including convertible
L'TV (Utility Tree Vehicle) bodies that serve triple
duty, chip bodies in a wide range of sizes and
configurations, and accessories to customize your
vehicle. Give yourself the Arbortech Advantage call today.

1-800-255-5715
Arbortech Sales & Service

INE15TCft4

O"ARBORICULTURE
ARBORTECH

.

O
A

3203 W. Old Lincoln Way

-

The difference is quality.

RBORTECH
=0=9

C#)

Wooster, OH 44691 - (216) 264-4266 - FAX: (216) 264-0891

Please circle 8 on Reader Service Card
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CLASSIFIED

ARBORIST/SALES REPRESENTATIVE
BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS is seeking career
minded individuals to Join America's leader In
scientific tree care. We currently have SALES
REPRESENTATIVE openings in DE, MD, DC,
PA, VA, NC, GA, MA, NH, VT, CT & NY.

HELP WANTED

We offer:

Arborisi/salespeople - Established, aggres-

• On-going training by scientists of the
Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories

sive and fast growing full service tree care
company in northern Virginia looking for highly
motivated individuals to expand our current
client base. Top pay and benefits to qualified
individuals. Send resume to Fairfax Tree Service, P.O. Box 1365, Fairfax, VA 22030 or FAX:
703-591-2241.

• Superior compensation package, Including:

Medical Benefits, Company Car, etc.
If you have tree care sales experience or have an
aptitude for sales, combined with a degree In
ornamental horticulture / arboriculture / urban
forestry, or a related field, please send or fax a
detailed resume to:
Gregory S. Daniels
66 Wooster Heights
Danbury, CT 06810
Fas: (203) 748-3048
(For CT &NY)

Y
®

Alan H. Jones
1185 Five Springs Road
Charlottesville, VA 22902
Fax: (804) 971-1331
(For DE, MD, DC, PA, VA,
NC & GA)

Jim Ingram
P.O. Box 177
Ostervllie, MA 02655
Fax: (508) 428-2398
(For MA, NH & VT)

BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS
Caring for America's Trees Since 1907

Please circle 10 on Reader Service Card

G&A Equipment
Knoxville, TN
(423) 988-7574

Golden Bear Arborists, Inc., needs you! If
you are an aggressive, hard-charging, motivated, career-minded individual looking to
make the big bucks, we are the firm for you.
You must be a creative person willing to give
200%. Call Walter at 818-359-6647 for a phone
interview.
The Care of Trees is a full service tree care

firm with offices throughout the metropolitan
areas of Chicago, New York City and Washington, D.C. We are one of the most
progressive, well-equipped companies in this
industry and offer excellent benefits. Our ever
expansive mode seems to constantly require
personnel to fit into new positions which include
production, plant health care and sales. We
consider safety, quality, productivity and communication to be important attributes of proper
tree care. If you believe the same, please send
your resume to Kathy Hendricksen, do The
Care of Trees, 2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090. Phone: 708-394-4220.

Experienced tree care professional - Well

regarded, long-established tree care co. in the
beautiful suburbs of Phila. is seeking a climber!
foreman. Quality work is our focus. Excellent
salary, benefits. Send resume to John B. Ward
& Co., Inc., 135 Pennsylvania Ave., Wayne,
PA 19085.
Searching for the right employee? Time for
a new position? Florapersonel is in its second
decade serving the key employment needs of
the tree care industry, all aspects of ornamental horticulture and allied trades. Confidential.
Florapersonnel, Inc., 2180 W. State Rd. 434,
Suite 6152, Longwood, FL 32779-5013.
Phone: 407-682-5151; FAX: 407-682-2318.

Certified tree climber/foreman - Growing full

service co., in the Sacramento, CA area. Must
have a California drivers license and knowledge
of tree equipment and maintenance. Call 916663-2110 after 4 p.m. Pacific Standard Time.
Phil's Tree Service, 5301 Abbot Road, Penry,
CA 95663.
Experienced tree care professionals. Fast
growing, quality-oriented company in the Chicago North Shore looking for top-notch
foremen to manage crews, equipment and
shop. Ideal candidates will have a minimum of
3 years experience, CDL and strong desire to
achieve. Excellent compensation & benefits
package. Please send resume and contact the
Kinnucan Company, 28877 Nagel Ct., Lake
Bluff, IL 60044. Phone: 708-234-5327.

4*NKXP 97

SYSTEMIC INSECTICIDE IMPLANTS FOR ORNAMENTAL TREES

5 Bucket Trucks

TREE PEST MANAGEMENT SO SIMPLE .. ITS RIGHT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

to choose from:
• $9,500 to $29,500
• with and without chip
boxes
• 47' to 70 working height

• NON-RESTRICTED
INSECTICIDE
• NO DISPOSAL
PROBLEMS
• IDEAL FOR TALL
TREES

3 Chip Trucks

• PRECISE, TARGET
APPLICATION

starting at $7,500

• CONTAINS
970/ ACEPHATE

Selection of
New & Used Chippers
,CREATIVE SALES, INC.

Call: Garell Foshee
Please circle 21 on Reader Service Card
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P 0 BOX 501, FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 727-4800 800-759-7739
FAX (402) 727-4841

Please circle 16 on Reader Service Card
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WOULDN'T A COUPLE MORE
HOURS A DAY BE NICE?
We've already done so much work for
you! NAA Members have complete
access to:
Simplified regulatory Compliance
Information
Industry-developed Management
Guidelines
0. Ready-to-use Training Programs
Advertising and Public
Relations materials
Group Rates on Insurance
A Network of Peers for
L
support
A Toll-Free Hotline for
business and
\ technical questions.
Plus, a recent
t /
independent
survey of
/
NAA members revealed
that 919 were satisfied,
/ very satisfied or
/ DELIGHTED with their
/ NAA experience. So, isn't it
found the easier way of
time
succeeding?

If you're an owner or manager of a
tree care business, you're probably
spending too much time wrestling
with nagging, unprofitable issues like:
Workers Comp and OSHA Regs
Employee Training and Records
Financial Statements and Job
Costing
r
Benefits and Human Resources
Unless you're a member of
the National Arborist
Association. "Hour"
members take advantage of a wide variety
of products and services that save them
time - time they can
spend doing what they
do best: Succeeding!

•
•

'

you

TIME
COMPRESSION

New members pay only $150
for the first year of
membership. That's the
equivalent of $12.50 per
month! An unbeatable value!

If this decade is known for anything
among business owners, it's TIME
COMPRESSION. You're experiencing it, coping with it... and we have
the relief: Membership in the National Arborist Association.

TOLL-FREE:
1-800-733-2622
The National Arborist
Association

Leading commercial
arboriculture into the
21st Century.

P.O. Box 10 1 4. .-\inheri. NH 03031
FAX: 603-672-2613: E-Mail: 761 4 2. 4 63@compuserv.com
Please circle 39 on Reader Service Card

Experienced climber Good pay, good benefits, good opportunity with a good company.
Year-round work in Denver, Colorado. Must
be a skilled climber with extensive experience
in pruning and removals. Call Mark James, 303797-6143.
-

Attn. professional tree persons: Tired of the
cold? Palm Beach County's tree health prcfessionals are looking for motivated,
knowlegeable people. If you are thinking of
moving to SE Florida, give us a call. CDL a
plus. Drug-free workplace. 407-968-1045.

Progressive, well established vegetation
management company is seeking class 1 arborists for utility ROW division. Candidates
must possess excellent knowledge of line clear ance and vegetation management. The ability
to train and supervise others, along with industry-related degree is preferred. Travel is
required. Excellent compensation benefits
package and career opportunity. Intersted
applicants mail or FAX resume to DeAngelo
Brothers, Inc., Attn. Brian Berland, 100 N.
Conahan Dr., Hazleton, PA 18201. FAX: 717459-5500; Phone: 717-459-5800.

Sales/management/PHC specialists Experience the SavATree difference. If you are
looking for a unique opportunity to further your
career, as well as work in a truly professional
work environment, SavATree has many opportunities avaiable to you throughout the
Northeast. If you have a degree or field-related
experience in arboriculture, please send or FAX
your resume to SavATree, 360 Adams St.,
Bedford Hills, NY 10507 or FAX 914-666-5843.
Attn: Human Resources. EOE.
-

IPM monitor/spray technician. Philadelphia
suburbs. Certified applicator with a minimum
of 2 years experience. Keystone Tree Experts.
Phone: 215-348-4444 or FAX: 215-348-1039.

,

The Professional's

ANDY'S TRUCK CENTER INC.

FIBERGLASS
TREE TRIMMING
POLES

WEST

PALM

BEACH.

"Your One Stop Equipment Dealer"
PARTIAL INVENTORY LIST

I—

398789 Ford F-700 w/LR-50, Flat Beds, GasDSL

• 1990 Ford Saps: Duty cv A's:: Dump 061.
• 1990 Ford F-SOB w'new 12' L. Dump

1985-92 Ford-OMC w/LR-50, Chip Box Dumps,
Gas-DSL
• (2) 1985/88 Tnt-Ford 4x4 w/LR-50, Flat Beds, DSL

Durable * Safe
Versatile

GSH
c

• 1989 Ford F-600 w/Split Dumps (2)
• 1989 GMC 7000 DSL w/Split Dump
• 1988 GMC 7000 w/Split Dump
• 1987 GMC 6000 w/Split Dump
• 1986 GMC 7000 w/Split Dump

(being built)

• 1985-86 GMC 7000 w/L. Dump
• (2) 1988 Ford G-70L c'. AL-hO Ohio Dump Gas

DSL
• 1985 Into 8800 4x4 DSL AL-50, Chip Dump

• (3) 1983-86 Ford-GMC s'i/52' Chip Dumps, Pony
Motors
• (2) 1988-89 Ford F-SOB w/52', Flat Beds, Gas. DSL
• 1986 GMC 7000 w165 Flat Bed. DSL

1950

• 1993 Ford 1-800 DSL wS-50
• 1991 Ford F-800 DSL w/S-SO
• 1988 Ford F-700 DSL w/S-50, Chip Dump

• 1989 Int. 1800 DSL w/S - 50

Poles available
in
sectional
and
fixed lengths

Please circle 6 on Reader Service Card
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BACKPACK
SPRAYERS
)

opp
45 neumatic
Tires
00APP
0# H

Q

I Each - Nylon Bag, Goggles,
Dust Pan & Broom, 21b. Soak-up,
Nitrite gloves and 2 Each - 24 x
18' pillows, 48" x 3" Dikes

We can
perform
electrical
testing
to meet
OSHA
regulations

,Jj

$69.95

er

..

$69.95

New E1ai4 Rope;

perper

$700.00

ft.
1/2" Safety Blue or True-Blue.............. $ .73
ft.
1/2' Tree Line OF .................................. .69
1/2' Tree Line or Arbor-PIex ...................53 per ft.
5/8" 12 Strand Bull Rope ....................... .84 per ft.
3/4" 12 Strand Bull Rope.......................1.10 per ft.
7/8" 12 Strand Bull Rope ....................... 1.96 pe r ft.
5/8" Stable Braid ...................................1.23 per ft.
3/4' Stable Braid ...................................1.57 per ft.
7/8" Stable Braid ...................................2.28 per ft.

MEFSON

________
Stee l Toe
6" Lace-up $17.98
15' Snugleg $21.95
15' P VC
$13 95

.

PRUNER

PORATION SINCE 1956

I

High Quali ty

I

Replaceab le Blade

P. O. Box 240277, Charlotte, NC 28224
704/525-5191
(F) 704/522-6161

Lifetime Warranty
—I

1-800-346-1956
Please circle 32 on Reader Service Card

$ 18.00

TRUCK & SKID SPRAYERS

BOOTS

N.

For complete information call or write:

52

• (2) 1989-90 Ford F-800 DSL w/AP-52, Flat Bed, DSL
• (2) 1986-90 mt -GMC W165' HD
• 198°Cti.i
°'"'c:'AC-i- )'LtF.ci

• 1987 Ford L-8000 DSL w/65' TECO
• 1985 For) 5'Pflflfl 1051 "65' TECO

OTh

j4

FLORIDA

INCLUDES
50 GALLON TANK
ALUMINUM FRAME
12V 4.5 GPM PUMP
25'3/8 HOSE
POLY SPRAY GUN

!

'
-

G~_

_____________________________

'

HOSE
600 PSI HOSE

"?

Kuriyama
5/8" P VC $1.201ft.

1/2

,
Pica so

ci rn

1 sin P pridor
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What is co m m on sense 11N Al,~o

the law.

OSHA Standard

1910.331

states that

!Allployers must provide appropniate, documented
'rci:ed electrical conductor. And that is just the first of several

trainin to mv tree care employee \vorkin within 10 feet of an
regulations with which you may have to comply. ANSI Zi 33.1-1994 dictates very specific training and operations regulations.
Plus, there ' s a new OSHA standard, 1910.269 which takes effect January 31, 1995. It makes sense both business sense and
comm n ene to meet these reqtIireI1u'nt. but
-

-

NAA Trainin g M a kes Sense.

I':1e:l::
r you a simple, e nomi.11 .inJ practical way to give your employees the training
Elcctric.il Ha:arLl .A\vlrene Pr cram
they need. This program enables you to comply with OSHA 1910.331 and ANSI Zi 33.1-1994, and starts you on your way to
compliance with OSHA 1910.269.
Like all NAA Training Materials, Electrical Ha:ards Awareness is easy to use and easy to apply. The program is self paced, to
put your employees in control of meeting their own goals, and presented by you, to keep you in control of your business.
For more information about EHAP, or any NAA program, or to order, call our toll-free hotline, or send/fax the coupon below.

1-800-733-2622

National Arborist Association
(#)
'DYES

0

P.O. Box 1094. Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Fax: (603) 672-2613

Fm ready to pro vi de my personnel -w it h tiningin Elec tri cal Hazards Awareness.

interested in the EHAP program. Please send additional information.

enrollees, at $
Send Me EHAP Programs for
i Bill my
Visa Number:
Mastercard

each*. Enclosed is $
Exp. Date:

Contact/Credit Card Holder Name:
Company Name:
I

Address: ___________________________________________________________ Phone:
Zip:
State:
City:
Please send me membership information.

Please mail with

payment or fax with credit card information to:

The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094 Phone: 1-800-733-2622; FAX: 1-603-672-2613
.

*RETAIL: $135.00 per enrollee; MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE: $85.00 per enrollee. Please add $5.50 shipping and handling.
Please circle 40 on Reader Service Card
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Sales, plant health care, climber. Do yo
have the knowledge, ability and desire to ean
your living in one of these positions? If you do,
call us now to learn more about your potential
for 1996 and beyond. Benefits range from 24
paid days off first year to health ins., educatio -i
and retirement plan. Top pay to top people.
The Lueders Companies, 27 Brook St
Medfield, MA 02252. Phone: 508-359-9905;
617-444-0994.

Plant health care technician, climbing aiborist. Collier Arbor Care, since 1937. An
industry leader in arboriculture and plant health
care. Positions available for outstanding md
viduals with minimum of two years horticultural
experience. Horticultural degree a plus. Cardidates must be committed to highest industry
standards of workmanship, safe work practices
and customer service. Excellent wage and
benefit package, including profit sharing. Send
resume to 9032 SE Division Street, Portland,
OR 97266. Phone: 503-774-9642.

-

Relocate to Maine. Experienced climber
needed to work for 70-year-old tree company.
Full benefits, year-round work. Minimum 3
years experience and CDL required. Send resume to Dennis Anderson, Lucas Tree
Experts, P.O. Box 958, Portland, ME 04104.

FOR SALE
1988 L 8000 Ford tandem w/240 hp Ford diesel, 16fmt, 44 rears, set back front axle. Allison
automatic trans., mounted w/Big John AA90
tree spade in excellent condition. Best offer.
Phone: 407-968-1045.
-

Arborist/sales representative Growing full-

service company in the Washington, D.C. area

has entry-level position with excellent career
advancement potential. Must have B.S. in
Arboriculture, Urban Forestry, Horticulture, etc.
Contact Jim Harris at 301-949-4100 or send
resume to Wood Acres Tree Specialists, 10315
Kensington Parkway, Kensington, MD 20895.
FAX: 301-933-6215.

Brush chippers. Always several good, clean
used units in stock Brush Bandit, Morbark,
Wood/Chuck disc or drum style. New Brush
Bandits in stock all models. Call for current
availability and prices. Hawkensen Equipment
Co., Inc., Plymouth, NH. Phone: 800-2998970.
-

-

-

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.
Ridgeville IN 47380
Two 28'
Versalifts, '89
& '90 Ford
diesels and one
Prentice Log

-

.ie

Experienced climber/foreman needed fcr
established Massachusetts tree service. Sell
motivated arborist, certificate a plus, to work in
a drug-free environment. Send resume or call
Holbrook Tree Service, 252 Union St.,
Yarmouthport, MA 02675. Phone: 508-3628085.

-

-

24 JJ
Hr.

Wood/Chuck
Chippers 4 cyi.

.

Drum style, gas

Answering

TO BE THE BEST!
'-%i

Fanno Saws...
The Competitive
Edge
Fanno saws
have been the
choice of fruit and
nut growers for
almost 75 years. Our
reputation forty and
durability speaks for
it.celf. That's because
Fanno Saw Works are
specialist in what we do.
We have developed and
manufactured 40
different combinations
of saws and saw blades.
Fanno Saw Works
has and will continue
to be a quality source
of tools for tree care
professionals.
Contact Fanno Saw
Works for all your
pruning tool
requirements.

55ft. w.h. Aerial Lilt GMC &
Ford, 366, 5sp2sp, 1984.93 gas &
diesel, 10 available, $24,500 & up

Please circle 34 on Reader Service Card
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The Difference Between

Splendor And Splinters
LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR TREES
• More Profits
• Needed Service
. You Have Tools, Men
And Equipment
Door Opener And
Sales Closer
. Present Customers Are
Qualified Prospects
• Minimum Investment
• Send For Free Tree Kit

Write for catalog and nearest distributor.

.

FANNO SAW WORKS
POST OFFICE 628

'4
1~r

CHICO, CAL IFORNIA 95927
(916)
895-1762

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION COMPANY, INC.
1603-09 SOUTH MAIN STREET, GOSHEN, INDIANA 46526
Please circle

Please circle 20 on Reader Service Card
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VHS-How To Install Tree
Systems ($14.95)

TREE CARE INDUSTRY

-

FAX

27 on Reader Service Card

FEBRUARY 1996

(219) 533-4116
(219) 534-3719

p.
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TREE CLIMBING
IS FOR TRAINED
PROFESSIONALS

1T

If you can't get to it safely you can't prune it or otherwise work in a tree. NAA's
video orientation to ROPES, KNOTS & TREE CUMBING provides:
• Essential information on the ropes, snaps, carabiners and saddles used.
• Basic instruction in the knots required for tree climbing.
• Various climbing techniques used for ascending into and working in trees.
All of the appropriate elements of the ANSI Zi 33-1994 are included.

NAA's video training programs make actual on the job training much easier. After
viewing an NAA video, a trainee can go into the field with basic background
information. Repetitive viewing of NAA's video training program reinforces the
training provided in actual work situations.

F

Attendance sheets provided with this program allow an employer to easily document employee training which meets OSHA requirements. Tests are also provided to measure employee comprehension.

('I ORDER1ROPESs KNOTS & TREE1CLIMBING i

simply photocopy this coupon and fill in the requested information or call the
National Arborist Association Hotline at 1-8ft-733-2622.
Please add S5.50

YYITiTflfl.ii

'1

[.TiiTIII1SI1J

_jiizea.

__

Enclosed: $

Company Name
Name of Individual Ordering:
Phone:1_

-

_State_

City:

_I7(:_

:7 MasterCard E: Visa Card Number:
'-(UI-

-I

Ø1Th

1094, Amherst, NH
:is

i.I

K

Hardware and software, by an arborist for the
arborist. For more information about the
industry's best selling package, call or write
Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road,
Westport, CT 06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.

Aerial bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh,
Skyworker - most major brands - 40' to 95.
Also, brush chippers, stump grinders, tree
spades, log loaders and Rayco stump cutters.
Parts for aerial buckets. Allied Utility Equipmert,
Inc., W. 204 North 11509 Goldendale Road,
Germantown, WI 53022. Phone: 414-2556161.

Brush chipper, stump grinders, shredders,
mulchers, log splitters, new, used and reconditions, small, med., and large capacities.
Financing available. Cal-Line Equipment Co.,
Livermore, CA. Phone: 510-443-6432.

Hollie Wood Enterprises. Firewood splitters
and processors, tractor grapples, arborist supplies. Phone: 508-222-9350.
Bucket truck - Pitman Hot Stick, 60-ft working height, 1978 International Cargostar cab
and chassis. Perfect working condition, ready
to go to work, many new parts, formerly owned
by a major utility co., well maintained, $16,500.
Phone: 716-657-6975. Please leave message.

Video program offers information on ropes,
knots and tree climbing to make on-the-job
training easier. Call 800-733-2622 for more
information.
Big John 90AA tree spade mounted on a 86
Mack Cabover. Spade has been completely
reconditioned, new blades, hoses, paint, tires.
Must sell. $55,000 or best offer. Phone: 800892-2034.

nice
splice

Rayco Hydro Stu mper on track Ti 15 mower
& stump grinder attachments included. Excellent condition, approx. 1500 hrs. $80,000. Call
216-647-4353 after 5.

POWERFUL
S

PROVEN
S

PATENTED
S

PERFORMERS
I

with the lowest
cost per delivered
HP on the market

(

0
A
f
I

PRO 150-

Frankfort

MILLERI

30 to 90 HP

Phone
317-659-1524

IiYiWtWS ZI •l II.I'ATfllI:lIIiIIJ
-
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Rope you can rely on.
Splices you can trust.
At Yale Cordage, we wouldn't
settle for anything less and neither should you.
Send for our catalog and a
free 6' sample of XTC today.

YALE CORDAGE

iii

(207) 774-9253
fax (800) 255-9253
Please circle 65 on Reader Service Card
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We have the answer

Florel®
Fruit Eliminator
available at your local nursery

100 Fore Street Portland, ME 04101

56

M50E/M75E

90to150HP

.

!5

Lawn and Garden Products, Inc

209/225-4770

Please circle 36 on Reader Service Card
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Aerial Equipment, Inc. Your used chipper and
stump cutter supplier, serving Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa and Wisconsin. (1) 1989 Rayco hydrostumper; (1) 1989 Promark, non-self-propelled;
1982 Vermeer Model 1560; (1) 1984
Vermeer Model 630A; (1) 1979 Model 18
Morbark whole tree chipper; (3) - (1)1986 and
1987s- 16" Asplundh whisper chippers; (1)
1989 Model 90 Brush Bandit, gas, (9"); (1)1989
Model 100 Brush Bandit, gas (12'); (3) 1987
Morbark Model 186 diesels; (1)1990 Vermeer
Model 1250, diesel (12"); (1) 1992 Model 250
Brush Bandit, diesel (12'); several Brush Bandits and Raycos available also. Call Ron or Joel,
Aerial Equipment, Inc. Phone: 708-398-0620;
FAX: 708-394-1042.
Bucket truck, 50 ft. on 1969 Ford truck, new
Wisconsin engine. Very good condition. Parts
& service available, $4000 or b/o. Spray truck,
500 gal tank, deep root feed attachment, 1965
Ford F600, Hercules pump engine. Very good
condition. Parts & service available. $4000 or
b/o. Yard camera-weather proof with heater,
VCR with 10-day playback. New condition.
Cost $2000, sell for $1500 or b/o. Indoor security camera, $75. Credit card swiper, cost
$1000, new condition. Will sell for $250 or b/o.
NAA video tapes: "Professional Tree Care
Safety" (4 tapes); "Ropes, Knots and Climbing" (1 tape); "Aerial Rescue" (1 tape). Best
offer. NM Crew Leader course. Best offer.
Johnson's Tree Service. Phone: 908-658-5997.

90-inch tree spade 90AA Big John on a '79
Chevy Bruin with a 3208 Cat diesel, $38,000.
Phone: 407-965-2198. Bill.

zzpR

1989 GMC 7000 diesel, aerial lift, 55-ft, chip
boxes, low miles, like new, $35,000.(1) 1992
& (1) 1993 Brush Bandit M250 chippers, 117
hp, low hrs., excellent condition, $14,000 each.
1986 Morbark Model 20 chip harvester. 2 John
Deere 640 skidders. Cat Tree Shear. Call John
for more info., 203-795-9001 or 203-393-3711.

:

Small successful tree service on the coast
of Maine. Bucket truck, chipper, other trucks
and equipment and 730 accounts. Owner-assisted transition. Rufus Wanning, P.O. Box
558, Blue Hill, ME 04614. Phone: 207-3742857.
1988 F-600 Ford diesel w/Arbortech box and
many extras, 65,000 miles, excellent shape,
tows a 1990 Bandit chipper w/Cummings diesel model 250 with all options, $27,500 takes
both. 1995 Rayco 1665 AC, 72-hp turbo diesel stump cutter w/less than 300 hrs., includes
all extras available - shields, meters, etc. Practically new, $14,500. Chip, 410-256-2323.
1984 International 1900 466 DT diesel, 13sp.
road Ranger HD trans. 10 wheeler, new tires,
55,000 miles. TS '84 Vermeer tree spade, reconditioned 2 years ago. Excellent condition.
$30000. Call 516-734-5569.

£

Business management
software

just for arborists
TreePRO is an advanced multi-user
system designed to put together all
the systems you've been maintaining
separately. It helps you manage your
entire business--from marketing and
administration to job scheduling,
billing and accounts receivable.

Everything you need...
Work orders, appointment schedules, and
ToDo lists. Built-in word processor with
spell checker and mail merge. Automatic
followup reminders for proposals and

.and morel
Client tree inventory and history. Contracts.
Links to HOAs for orders and billing.
Totally customizable reports.

Take it on the roadi
S

U
I)

-

Take a customer's order in the field with
your notebook computer and print a proposal on the spot. Then merge notebook
changes into office data automatically at
night.

04
10%

4,
411

$Z4.0v

Two-station license includes:
30-day money-back guarantee
One year of free upgrades
Three hours free User Support
Additional stations, $100 each

—FREE1 Box Chain
Saw Files with
Your Order of 6
or More Knives

C

0
Poinsettia Software
7040 Avenida Encinas, #104-263
Carlsbad, CA 92009
(619) 438-5504
Fax: 438-4996

Please circle 56 on Reader Service Card
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Can your stump cutter operate for $3 an hour
and go anywhere? Ours can! The Alpine Mag
num weight just 88 lbs., goes anywhere and
can operate near fences, walkways and build.
ings. The Alpine Magnum is the best value on
the market. Call or write to Alpine Machine,
7910 Thornburg St. SW, Olympia, WA 98512.
Phone: 360-357-5116. Dealers wanted.

Twenty used brush chippers and stump
grinders in stock. Most makes and models some perfect & some not. Financing available.
Call the Midwest's tree equipment supermarket, Alexander Equipment Company, 1054 N.
DuPage Avenue, Lombard, IL 60148. Phone:
708-268-0100.

Would you invest $600 to gain better control
Chiorosis tree medicine. Oaks and most
deciduous trees. 10-minute application. Fu I
color change in 19 days. $29/qt postpaid.
Treats 16 trees. Pin Oak Specialist, 7310 North
39th Terrace, Omaha, NE 68112. Phone: 402455-9384.

WITH

of your customer and business transactions
and increase your sales and profit growth? Stay
ahead of your competition by calling 1-800-49ARBOR for more information on ArborWare®,
the industry's most comprehensive, stable and
efficient PC-based software package from
Creative Automation Solutions. We also provide integrated systems including LANs,
LapTop and NEWTON hand-held data links,
and custom software development.

Bucket trucks, chip trucks, trailer chippers,
cranes, skidders, track machines and custombuilt units to meet your individual needs. For
sale or rent. M.I.R.K., Inc. Phone: 216-6692000.
1989 Ford F-700 diesel w/48-ft Hiflanger chip
dump, $27,000; 1990 Int. diesel w/52-ft
HiRanger chip dump, $38,000; 1980
Timberjack 230D skidder w/48-ft Holan,
$29,000; Timberjack 230 skidder long frame
for lift, $12,000. Phone: 519-945-4385; 519969-5451 after 6p.m.

1960 Bean sprayer, royal 60 Series, 60 gall

1
•YOU iWILL%TRIM
MORE THfl ITREES

Every company is
concerned with the cost
of doing business.
The PDLE(IRT is not only
affordable but offers
numerous features that
increase your efficiency
therefore increasing profits.
SELF PROPELLED OPERATOR CONTROLLED,
HYDRAULIC LIFT
BUCKET CONTROLS: forward,
backward, right, left, up & down
.LIGHTWEISHT & STABLE
ELECTRONIC IGNITION
EFFICIENT: can run all day on one tank of gas
TOWS & OPERATES EASILY WITH NO TRAILER

START
COSTS
i TODAY.
CALL

L

I'I'A
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min pump, 600 gal stainless steel tank (1981).
Call 1-413-584-9417.

Please circle 59 on Reader Service Card

SERVICES
Administrative procedure manual. You
know your business, but do you know how to
run your business as a business? In clear,
easy-to-understand language, this guide will
show you how to set up your administrative
records, tailor fit to the tree care and landscape
industries. Are computers a mystery to you?
In addition, this manual will take you through
the detailed steps to establish your records on
a computer. It shows you the tricks and skills
needed to use popular software to administer
your business easily. Written by an administrator to tree care and landscaping companies,
this proven manual will improve your business
and profits. Send $49.95 plus $4 shipping and
handling to Manuals, P.O. Box 293, Wayland,
MA 01778. Mass. businesses add 5% sales
tax.
Classified ad rates: $50 per inch ($45 NAA
members; 1-inch minimum), payable in advance, due the 20th of the month two months
prior to publication. Send ad and payment to:
Tree Care Industry, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst,
NH 03031

HUDSON:

Bak-Pak®
4.5-Gallon
CalibpatopTM
Sprayer
Now...
a sprayer designed specifically for your
unique requirements! Equipped with the 15 psi
Hudson Calibrator Spray Management Valve.
With the calibrator valve, you always spray
right.., with a uniform, no-drift spray.
• Tough, translucent tank with
wide, easy-fill top with
strainer; nonabsorbent
padded straps.
• Viton' equipped.
• Long, Kern Oil r power
sprayer grade hose.
• In-line 60-mesh strainer in
brass valve handle.
• Heavy-duty brass
Thrustless shutoff.

• Extra long, curved brass
spray wand tipped with a
Delavan 80-511 lowdrift
nozzle.
• Right or left-handed
pumping and spraying.
• Unique, all-poly pump with
jet agitation.
Contact your distributor
or call for information today!

H. D. Hudson Manufacturing Company
500 N. Michigan Ave • Chicago. IL 60611-3748 • Te :800-745-2392 • Fax: 312-644-7989

Please circle 24 on Reader Service Card
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ONE OF THE FEW PIECES OF FORESTRY EQUIPMENT
THAT CAN'T BE POWERED BY A DEERE ENGINE

4,

F

If it works in the woods and it has a diesel
engine, it can be powered by Deere.
With 25 models from 20 to 375 hp, there's
a John Deere engine for almost every
forestry application. Whatever the
equipment, whatever the brand, ask for
Deere Power by name.
For more information, call Deere Power
Systems at (319) 292-6060. FAX: (319)
292-5075.

DEERE

11111111 ZYI 1:1

¶t
L1
w.

-

,i

Specify reliable John Deere engines
for all your forestry equipment.

-' i

204 North 37th Road
Branch Offices:
(Intersection 251 & 52)
1632 North Stevens Street, P.O. Box 1187 461 East Fenn Road
Coldwater, MI 49036 Mendota, IL 61342
Rhinelander, WI 54501
Tel: (517) 278-2445 Tel: (815) 538-1818
Tel: (715) 369-5900
SUPERIOR DIESEL
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FROM THE FIELD
Br Jack Connelly

The Wooclman's Sports Quiz
Each of the following questions requires
an answer associated with trees. For example: What last name was shared by
baseball players "Bob" and "Chet," and
basketball star "Meadowlark?" If your
answer is "Lemon," you're ready for the
tall timber that follows.
What Hall of Fame pitcher, nicknamed
"Lefty." toiled for the old Philadelphia
Athletics most of his major league career
(1925-41). compiling a mark of 300-141'
What name was given to the Pittsburgh
Pirates during the 1970s for their propensity for hitting the long ball?
What baseball executive received
credit for breaking baseball's color line
when he brought Jackie Robinson up to
play for the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947?
What's the nickname of the Syracuse
University basketball team?
What modern-day college basketball
coach had his best years at U.C.L.A., and
was known as the "Dean of Coaches?"
Can you name either of the two woods
used in the construction of bowling lanes"
What was the nickname of baseball';
Wayne Terwilleger, infielder of long tenure who broke in with the Chicago Cubs
in 1949?

"Blue," came out of Auburn to join the
San Francisco '49ers in 1968, and became
a repeater as All Pro?
Can you remember the last name of
quarterback "Mill" who began with the
Cleveland Browns in 1957, before mov ing on to three other N.F.L. teams?

What baseball pitch includes the name
of a southern tree?
Which of the several nicknames of
Ted Williams belongs in this quiz?
What was the nickname of "Hayes,"
who coached at Ohio State U. for many
years before becoming involved in a
punching incident that cost him his job?
What "Charley" (1923-41), a Chicago
Cubs' pitcher, threw the controversial
pitch that Babe Ruth hit over the fence
after he reportedly pointed to the center
field wall, calling his shot?
What sports college is located in Winston-Salem, North Carolina?

Which of the three basic golf clubs
takes its name from trees?

21 - What was the first name of football
back "Crowe," who played for the Chicago Cardinals, New York Giants and Los
Angeles Rams, beginning in 1955?

60

What tree is the chief ingredient of
dart boards?

Answers
What name was given to baseball fans
in the early days who tried to watch the
games from the outside through strategic
openings in the fences?

Which post-season football bowl began in Atlanta in 1969?

What lineman, whose last name was

In bowling, what is the term used to
indicate the bowler has left two pins, one
standing directly behind the other?

What festive name is given to the light
system used in drag racing?

What memento is presented to each
member of the winning team in the World
Series?

What "Don" was a recent coach of the
Boston Bruins?

What major league baseball city includes the name of a tree?

22. What kind of wood is preferred in the
production of baseball bats?
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 1996

Grove
Lumber Company
Branch Rickey
Orange
John Wooden
Maple or pine
Tvig
Ring
Wood
Cherry
Forrest
Plum
Christmas Tree
Knot hole gang
Palm ball
Splendid Splinter
Woody
Root
Wake Forest
Peach
Linden
Ash
Oakland
Double wood
Elm

This quiz was submitted by Jack
Connellv, an arboristfroin Webster, New
York.
Do you have a story for From the
Field? TCI will pay $100 for published
articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing for
grammar, style and length. Entries must
include the name of a company and a contact person or they will not be considered
for publication. Articles and photos must
be received by the first day of the month
for the following month's issue.

Take away a world of information
from every Maugot seminar
__
Every Mauget Micro-Injection
seminar is structured to provide
practical information you can use to
promote tree health. If you are new to
micro-injection, seminar leaders
provide hands-on training, problemsolving exercises, and the opportunity
to learn more through further study.

techniques, environmental protection,
and applicator safety.
Mauget Micro-Injection seminars are
for the entire Green Industry--owners,
managers, and applicators.

Expand your knowledge about microinjection at a Mauget seminar. Call

If you have experience with Mauget
Micro-Injection, seminars help you

your Mauget distributor about a
seminar in your area. Below are

learn more about new products, new

dates and locations.

Arbor Care Inc.
New Fairfield, CT
ME,NH. VT, MA.
CT. RI, NY
(203) 746-4705 FAX
(203) 746-0776
(800) 746-0776
Mar 10. Portsmouth, NH
Mar 12. Worchester, MA
Mar 14. Westchester City. NY
Mar 15, Waterbury, CT
Artistic Arborist Inc.
Phoenix, AZ
(602) 265-1423 FAX
(602) 263-8889
(800) 843-8733
AZ, NM. NV
Mar 14. Phoenix. AZ

Enfield's Tree Service
Elkhorn, NE
ND, E. SD, NE, MN, CO.
W. IA, MO. KS, OK. WY
(402) 289-0804 FAX
(402) 289-3248
(800) 747-8733
Feb 9. Kansas City. MO
Feb 12, Oklahoma City. OK
Marl. Denver, CO
Mar 8, Elkhorn, NE
Mar 22, Minneapolis. MN

Essco Distributors, Inc.
Bay Shore. NY
(516) 665-1559 FAX
(516) 665-1370
(800) 842-1104
Long Island, NY
Mar 13. Bay Shore. NY
Fisher & Son Company
Malvern, PA
(610)644-7791 FAX
(610) 644-3300
(800) 262-2127
E. PA
Feb 20. West Chester. PA
Guardian Tree Experts
Rockville. MD
(301) 881-9063 FAX
(301) 881-8550
MD, VA. DE
Feb 27, Rockville. MD
Lanphear Supply Division
Cleveland, OH
(216) 381-5309 FAX
(216) 381-1704
(800) 332-TREE (8733)
Cent. OH. W. PA, WV
Feb 28. Columbus. OH
Feb 29, Toledo. OH
Marl, Cleveland, OH

sm '' /r'.

Mauget Company
2810 N. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90065

Liqui-Green Lawn
& Tree Care
Peoria. IL
(309) 243-5247 FAX
(309) 673-1179
(800) 747-5211
IL. E. IA
Feb 27, Westmont. IL
(Chicago Area)
Midwest Arborists Supplies
Grand Rapids, Ml
(616) 364-7616 FAX
(800) 423-3789
Michigan
Feb 22. Livonia, MI
Northeastern Associates
Fairfield. NJ
(201) 227-0359
(201) 227-0865
New Jersey
Mar 14. Totowa. NJ
Prof. Tree Care & Injection
Maitland FL
(407) 629-2467 FAX
(407) 647-3335
Cent. & S. FL
Feb 14. Fort Pierce. FL
Feb 15, West Palm Beach. FL
Feb 16, North Miami, FL
Feb 19. Fort Myers. FL
Feb 20, Sarasota. FL
Feb 21. Clearwater, FL
Feb 22, Orlando, FL
Pro-Green Supply
Jerome. ID
(208) 324-6671 FAX
(208) 324-1246
(800) 869-7741
ID, UT
Feb 2. Boise. ID
Feb 8. Salt Lake City. UT

Pruett Inc. Equipment
& Supply Division
Lake Oswego. OR
(503) 635-1524 FAX
(603) 635-3916
(800) 635-4294
OR. WA
Mar 15. Portland, OR
Releaf Tree Consultants
Indianapolis. IN
(317) 891-8414 FAX
(317) 891-8411
Indiana
Feb 6. Indianapolis, IN
Scientific Tree Care
Panama City. FL
(904) 763-5049
N. FL, S. GA. S. AL
Feb 26. Tallahassee, FL
Feb 27, Jacksonville, FL
Tree Clinic
Austin, TX
(512) 385-6612 FAX
(512) 385-6604
South & SE TX
Feb 28. Houston, TX
Feb 29. Waco. TX
Mar 5. Austin, TX
Tree Injection Products Co.
Knoxville, TN
(615) 521-6055 FAX
(615) 522-0533
(800) 827-0532
KY, TN, N. AL, N. GA. MS. AR
Feb 23. Atlanta, GA
Mar 1. Gatlinburg. TN
Jun 7. Gulf Shores, AL
Warne Chemical &
Equipment Co.
Rapid City. SD
(605) 342-6990 FAX
(605) 342-7644
(800) 658-5457
W. SD, Wyoming
Feb 6. Casper, WY
Feb 24. Rapid City. SD

lR
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Aerial Lift Models available from 38' to 75'

Em l 4
ELEVATOR

1
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WORKING
• •••
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T1r
ator is a compact stow ed unit for travel. This Aerial
lift gives YOU the extra working height up to S

1 li c le

___

The staff of Aerial lift has extensive experience since
1958 in research engineering and design of aerial
devices. We have an engineering staff member on
the ANSI/SIA A92.-2, subcommittee to insure the reliability quality and safety of all aerial lifts that a
common goal of safer, more efficient aerial devices is
upheld. Aerial Lift is constantly striving to provide our
customers with the latest in aerial devices and the
best service in the industry. It is our reIeness effort in
pursuit of these goals that assures our customers
maximized operating economies.
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The Aerial Lift mav he operated without raising the elevator.
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the Aerial Lift and the L1e ator iia\ be

used

any position.
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Aerial Lift Models Available
Models
Working Height
AL-38-L-HD ------------ 436"
AL-39-L ............... 446"
AL-40-L ............... 456
AL-42-L ...............
AL-45-L ............... 506'
AL-50-L ............... 556"
AL-52-L ............... 576'
AL-60/50-L ............ 600'
AL-50-E14 ............ 706"
AL-52-E14 ............ 723"
AL60/50-E14 ......... 750"
AL-45-C ............... 506'
AL-50-C ............... 556"

I he elevator nuN be raised Ironi stowed to a ;crucal position

Also available
Aerial Lifts built in Hydro-c/aippers

4crja/Lift Inc. is an
authorized dealer and
distributor of Greenlee
Fairmont Textron
Fairmont "LindaLopperTM" tools. For tools.
parts or service call its on
our 800 numbers.
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The full vertical position gives you a working
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U.S.A.

height of 7 5'feet.

AERIAL LIFT, INC.
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P.O. Box 66 • 571 Plains Road • Milford, Connecticut 06460-0066
PHONE USA: 1-800-446-5438, In CT: 1-800-245-5438, (203) 878-0694 • FAX: (203) 878 - 2549
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